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Urges Business,
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WASHINGTON (AP) - Treasury
Secretary W. Michael Blumenthal said
today that inflation may be worse than
last year unless business and labor go
along with President Carter's plan to
hold prices down.
At a news conference, Blumenthal .
said Carter will meet With business and
labor leaders in the next.few weeks to
seek a voluntary restraint in wage and
price increases.
It will be in their own best interests to
. hold back pay and price increases
• - because if the program fails, "the
Impact of inflation oo the fortunes of
s' —their businesses wIflI..severe," he
Said.
In the: anti-inflation -program he
announced Tuesday, Carfer iSked
American workers to, accept wage
increases smaller than they averaged
In the past two years. Blumenthal said
the acceptable increases would vary by
Indtuitry.
Butbe said if the.plldent'd-prcigram
does not week, there would be no char= of achieving the 6 percent In'Ilation.goal for this year.
-"Indeed, we might have trouble
-holding to the 6.8 percent inflation of
last- year," be said.. "With the
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president's-program, we haves chance followup news conference, the
of achieving the goal."
atm%
/.;
-president warned that It was a myth
*VC
But Carter's" new anti-inflation
that the government alone - by this
incampaigned has aroused little enhalt
could
and other measures thusiasm -and some jeers-from the flation.
mypeople he asked to Set an example.
"Let rue be blunt about thispoint," he
said. "I am asking American workers
"Silly symbolWnit_innoned Jerry
to follow the example of federal
Wurf, president of the American
workers and accept a lower rate of
Federation of State, County and
wage increase,
Municipal Empliiyees.
"In return, they have a cight to exWItrinflation already threatening to.
heat up again, Carter said the adpect a comparable restraint in price
ministration would take the lead in
Increases for the goods and services
voluntary restraint by seeking to hold
they buy."
the next round of wage increases' for
His' gull,annolinced previously in his
lederal workerzsiAtt_41-.. per cent in
economic-Meisagelin January, Is-for
October.
industry and labor to hold price, wage
Carter also said ,he would freeze
and salary increases 4 "signifies/My
executive salaries in the government,
betties" the average rate of 1976-77.
veto inflationary legislation, reduce
government -regulations that ,add tb
Carter's prescription for combating
industrial costs, act to hold' doten the
inflation- running at an annual rate of
price of lumber in housing construction,
8.4 percentso far this year - promptly
94 E MAP'eal ..:According to, a pokesmirri :for Murray-Calloway County Hospital .57-year-old Billy Morgan,505
push legislation to contain hospital care
drew fire from iutiori leaders of the
,
Meadow
Lane Sheet,. Murray, is in satisfactory condition.following a truck-traitor collision on KY 94 east Of Murray
costs, and take adrnInistratiVe'action if
federal workers he suggested should
y
ear
today.
Morgan driving a pickup truck, sustained lacerations to the facial area but no fr
neo'esregarylocurbapiraling-o# impede.. -tendlbe-hattl.
_
-7--hospkal spoiceiiiiifilalki A Kenliselif-Slife-Poicernan -i.iid the driver oflb tractor was Fr
Carter named_RObertS. Strauss,_his
Murray, Both vehicles were traveling east on Hie highway,some six titles from Murray, whenihe accident occurred,
It is simply incieddous 004 again,
special trade representative, as a
state police said. The pickup was a total loss while the front tires of the tractor were damaged ohi impact.Personnel
federal employees are to be made the,
special
1
with Calloway County fire-Rescue Squad were also called to the scene.
scapegoat;"- said the- isititional
But in a speech before
flatiop•
theAmerican
Federation of Federal Employees.
Societyof Newspaper Editors and at a
Staff Maio OV Lowell Atchley
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TRACK FANS-five-year:old Bayberry Bejach Lanning watches the
Murray State women's track meet from the 'shoulders of Wei father, Dr.
Adam tanning III. Dr. tanning is a marathoner and last year, ran two
marathons(52 miles) within a 24-hour period. Bayberry Beiach has run as
far as four miles with her father.
Stiff Photo by Mate Brandon

Four items of business
-have
generated Considerable pi1bJc controversy in ,the past---the extension of
Glendale Road, the location of a new
post office on a Chestnut Street site,
hike-in-sewer-rates and the closing of a
street in the university area-will
highlight the meeting of the.Murray
CommOn COUnciI Thursday evening.
The council will contend with one of
the more lengthy agendas-17 items of
city business-it has Laced in recent
-months:at the meeting, scheduled for
730 p.m. in the television Studios in the
Pine. Arts Annex at Murray State
Univeirsity. The meeting will be
televisied by MSU-TV over cable
channel It
GLEND4LE ROAD
Mayor Meivili-B. Henley(-said today
that he plans to present the council
members with "a collection of all the
data" on the Glendale Road situation
Henley said the presentation .would
include two proposals from the state
Department of Transportation, Bureau
of Highways, one for a three-lane interconnector route and one for a four.
lane interconnector route. The fout-lane proposal was originall
presented to the council early in 1977
but considerable opposition from
residents of the area prompted the
council to send the plans back to the
drawing board. DOT later revised the
original plans into an alternate threelane intercomector that would contain
two driving lanes and a center
"collector" or turning lane.
Mayor Henley said he is going to ask
the council Thursday whether or not
they wish to approve the project, which
will connect U. S. 641 S. and Ky. 121. and, if so, to choose between the four- .
lane or three-lane proposal.

•-•
POST OFFICE
generate discussion among council
The street closing-has been requested
Reconsideration of the council's
members.
due to construction of the new student
'recent denial of a drainage project on a —The ordinance, which was approved center on Murray State campus.
proposed site for a new Post Office
on a split, 7-4 vote at the last meeting of
The closing of a street to allow confacility for Murray is also expected to
the council, increases the charge for struction ogghe campus created quite a
create considerable discussion among
sewer service from the present on-third stir late last summer when then-Mayor
council members and townspeople.
of the water bill to one-half of the water John E. Scott . ordered bfirricades
The site, located about 300 feet west
bill.
removed from 15th Street.
At the previous meeting, Mayor
Those barricades had been placed by
of the intersention of Tenth and
'Henley suggested that the rate Increase the contractor during the construction
Chestnut streets and fronting on
is necessary so that the system could --WI-student overpass over Chestnut
Chestnut, has been described by postal
accumulate funds now for future ex- Street.
service real estate officials as the
number one. choice for a new postal
pansion of the sewer treatment plant.
Even more controversy erupted over
facilitSi for the city.
the street closing issue when tke conBut at least one council member, tractor
But the postal service has indicated
closed Chestnut-Street raising
Howard Koenen, balked at the rate
that they will not purchase the site,
the ire of several business owners and
not
presently owned by Mrs. Birdie Parker, increase because he said he could
residents of the area.
be assurfd that the increased revenue
unless the city permitsthe construction
After several meetings between the
generated by the rate hike would be
of the drainage project across the south
business owners, city officials, conplant:
-earmarked for the sewer
end of the property.
tractor representatives and state DOT
In. past meetings, council members
officials, the rerouting of Chestnut
STREET CLOSING
and citizens have expressed two main
Street underneath the overpass was
A recommendation from the street
concerns about the drainage project subcommittee headed by Dr. J. D.
speeded up and 'the street was
itself:
reopened.
Outland on a proposed closing of Payne
-(1) that the pFOject* will dump Street from 14th Street to 15th Street is
see COUNCIL,
additional water into the park property to be considered by the council.
Page 12-A,Column 4
at 10th and Payne Streets making it less
usable to the city:and
2) that the project may create .
additional flooding problems to
residents who live downstream from
the project.
Other agenda items for the 7 p.m.
Calloway County Board of Education
Some council members as well as
meeting include: a review of recent
members are expected to review
businessmen and private citizens have
legislation, a report from superinprogress on construction of a county
also argued that the post office should
tendent Jack Rose, and an executive
middle school-and hear a presentation
' from school bus drivers when,the board
.remain in the downtown area but postal .;
session for personnel discussions.
officials have countered by saying that
County school board sessions are
meets Thursday.
the Chestnut Street site is the center of
open to the public. The board meets in
Board members are also slated to
delivery service as far as the post office
school system administrative offices on
Jeut-- about starting a junior Army
is concerned.
College Fat-fn Road adjacent to the
,__..--. ROTC'unit in the system during the
,
SEWER RATti, ,
county high school.
-.April 13 session.
The second and final reading of- an
ordinance increasing rates charged •
custhrmell of the Murray Water &
Sewer System is also expected to

Special Calloway Circuit Court Term-Slated
Perry, charged with second degree
A number of criminal trials are set in
Willikm Cooke, Jane Scott Sisk, Da; Waldrop, 'Vernon Anderson, Jackie
a special Calloway County Circuit" assault, and Commonwealth vs. Sharon
Wall Miller, Barbara Ann Barnett
Delona Cooper, Harold Prentice
chiirgeA"-with-seeenti
Alben Dale Bazzell, Regina Maddo, McReynolds, Dorothy Winchester, •
Court session set to begin April 24, Henson, also degree assault,
accorng
di to a court spokesman.
Baggett and Anna Jean Usrey.
- April 27, Commonwealth vs. Carl
Court officials have announced a jury
Finally, Juana Brasher Dodsoi,
Arthur Carlton Jewell, Betty T.
. Ryes,
list for that session, which precedes the "Red" Duncan, charged with third
Elizabeth M. Hahs, Corinne I'
Mark Buckingham and Sara Elisabeth
degree burglary.
Stripling, George Cossey, George F
regular circuit court session set in early
&UM Sps.
The court spokesmen said all the
May.
cases stem from earlier circuit court
Cases set for the week-long circuit
sessions.
term include'
Calloway County Circuit Judge
- April 24, Common wealth.wa.
'
James Lassiter will convene court at,9
Charles Randall Cunningham, charged
'Trigg County authorities have lodged - Preliminary bond thai -18 $S0,000 on
am.
Monday, April 24.
with two counts of first degree robbery
additional charges against a Marshal] eat:0 count,
Persons picked to erve on circuit
and one count of trafficking in a
County man charged here with rape
A Kentucky State Police detective
court juries during th.aesslon include:
Schedule II narcotic.
and sodomy in connectron with an
indicated the Lynville wOman said she
Freddie Clare Morton, Betty June
-- April 24, Commonwealth vs
April4
abduction of a Graves County woman
was driving to Hopldnsville the afElkins, Twits Ann Dunn, Billy Joe
Dwain Bennett, charged with three
Bob Francis, 'Trigg County attorneyternoon of April 4 and stopped to use&
counts, trafficking in a Schedule II non- Maness, Damon Eugene Barnard, Billy
said, authorities there issued warrants ; restroem after crossing Eggner's
narcotic, possession of a Schedule II Srnetherman, Robert L. Blalook, Mrs.
Tuesday for the man, 26-year-old
Ferry Bridge on U. S. 68E when the
narcotic and possession of a Schedule II 'Kenneth Owen, Larry Ray Robinson
Dennis Brown, Route 1, Benton. , abduction occured She told authorities
Vernon Clyde Stubblefield, Boddie - charging him with two
_non-narcotic
counts of kida man with a knife approached her and
_ April b, commo;iwealuv vs. Billy &Yak; Peebles, Dorothy Sue Adams and 'napping.
,
-forced her and the child into his car.
Henson and Terry Knight, charged with Sue Willing Morris. _ _
Bran is charged in connection with
The pair spent the evening driving
Al*, Martha Nell Windsor, Charles
third degree burglary and theft. Both
the April 4 abduction of a Lynnville
around at various locations in Marshall
!Weld. sat Jiessap-14Lec..eckytOtal.,,,1344,41,10,44404-Ame.Ativi.240ge.e....Apainanand.tier eneryeareld 9htld trait itiiiralTowitirCanty.1741414fikail TOld
ar,
r, 'Betty Lee Gore,
burglary and theft charge!. Another
a rest area ()lathe edge of,Land Between , authorities.
Mei for Henson on a theft charge is set George Buist Scott Jr,, Linde Welborn -the Lakes (Trigg County). •
The wornen, Whom police said
Kelly, Ola Burkeen Winchester, Gary
,April 25, along veth another trial for
The defendant is currently ol
showed-evidence of being beaten, was
Knight, who is ctuirged with three Paul Holman, Sandra Sue Barrow,
Calloway County Jail where he facts
treated at Murray-Calloway County
Henry- - Holton, John
counts of knowingly receiving stolen
Thomas
charges here of first degree rape and
Hospital.
property, according -to a court Cavanaugh and 'Richard Valentine.
first degree sodomy. Bond here 15
-State police, CI-Dewey County and
44.
In
addition, Ella I,assiter Winspokesman
175,000. Brown is expected to NI' • Marshall County huthorittes arrested
iester, Mildred Rhodes Ward, Daniel
C95uPwwealtlx.vii:&ere
arraignment in Trigg County late=
&Own early in the morning of April &
••

Cowls*Sitiool Board...

...Murray City:Set Meetings

Murray Independent School Board
members are expected to evaulate the
city school system head start program
- in regular session and the Murray
Middle program and personnel in
executive session April 19.
Other items set for the 7 p.m regular
monthly meeting include:

inside today
Two Sections - 20 Pages
.'
.
• ,
. The Murray State liitiversfty WOMPR.9 track team•
finsihed seventh to Western in the track riled last
weekend. But yesterday the women bounced back to sante
a stunning upset ever the Hilltoppers in a triangular meet.
Mike Brandon tells how they did it today in the Sports
section, page 9A.

Man FacesAdded Charges

.1.

- Treasurer's report and monthly
financial report for March, 1978;
- Consideration of bills, obligations
and transfers;
- Personnel recommendations;
- Other business.
The city school board meets in school '
system administrative offices on
Poplar Street.

sunny and mild

today's index

Cla.ssifieds.
•
•
Comics .
Mostly sunny and mild today Highs
In the low 708. • Partly cloody and cool • crofsworti•
Dear Abby
tonight. Lows in the low to mid 40s.
Antic, 111114 and a little- CooTerniiiril:,
Horoscope .......
day. Highs in the low to mid 60s
- Let's Stay Well.
Friday through Sunday: Partly
Local Scene
cloudy With a gradual warming trend
'Opinion Page
through ,the period with a chance of
Sports
showers and thundershowers on Sunday.

•

/

6-B,7-B
12-A
2-A
liaLK
. 2-A
. 4-A
8-A,5-A

D4-03-78
Adults 128
Nursery 13

We are pleased to
announce that Molea
Turner, bride-elect of
Tim Clendenin, has
selected her pottery
and stainless 'from;
our. complete 'bridal
registry.
A June _ 17, 7978.
wedding is plotinid.

Newborn Admissions
Baby Boy Phillips- Regina);
1015
Paris Rd. Apt. No. A,Do You Suffir.freen Swellit-sg 'knees. He was proud of his
monument and tomb for his
Ankles?
success and showed me the • Most beloved _ wife (he'tadi Mayfield, Baby Girl Martin'
--1-Marilyn-i-, Rt. 7-,
• ils,falco-"Ides_la a, trip result of his handiwork-all, or' more than
lensed-dm World, I found a most of. the swelling was more than 20 years to core &shy Girl Houston ( Debra),
solution or . comfOit to my gone. Needless to say, I was siruct it is semething to Rt. 2, Puryear, Tn,
swelling ankles, This time of feeling more comfortable. He
ponder over. .
Dismissals
*the year seems to be a season finalized the'work with baby
And to be sure another like it
for allergies and already I'm powder.
Charles A. Peeler, Rt. 1,'
would not be built, Shah Mahal
suffering from enlarged
I had never had the geed
had the archite(!t of the -TO-- Dexter, Miss Shavmtaleankles and stvelling around fortune of having a pedicure.
By Abrgait Van Buren
killed. The tragedy to the Shah McConnell, Box 305 College
the eyes. That is the reason
was that his son dethroned (a,, Murray, Mrs. Paulette
DEAR ABBY: A year ago-I--met --sr- very- handsome want to share a- eure that I massage, and shampoo and
WOodall, Rt. 1, Dexter, Mrs.
set in the same parlor. I
him and took over the:
gentleman in a shopping center. (We have identical cars
home remember the cost was about
the
Agra,
India,
found
in
K.Stalls, Rt. 5, Murray,
Linda
government.
The
son
built
a
and I was trying to open his car with tmy key.I There was a
strong mutual attraction from the moment our eyes met. of one of the,Seven Wonders of three dollars in our money. special Place, The Red Fort, in Miss Lorene Falwell, Rt. 3,
Bridgette F.
We sat in his car and talked for hours. He's 42 and I'm 40. The World, the Taj Mahal.
When I returned to the lobby
sight of the Tailfor his father's Murray;
July is hot in India - like it is and showed my trim ankles imprisonment. But after his Maness, Rt. Arno, Gary L
He it separated from his wife (no kids). He lives, with his
mother, so we can't meet, at his place. I'm divorced and here. Although we enjoyedair- and my' hair-do to my fellow 4athttr's death- he tint-.
.- -Lear, 433 Richmond Hall,
leave two kids. My mother lives with inceo we can't meet' conditioning in the hotels and travelers, they were anxious tombed in the
Sawyer,
Taj, besjde the MSU, Mrs. Mary
at my place.
buses, we were aware of the .to get the same things done. Taj's wife.
Rt. 1, Murray,.Mrs. Wanda F.
• On our first date he took me mit *
romantic humid heat as we walked in
•
Manor;
It was during the tnoonsoon Delle,candlelight dinner. Afterwards, we went to a motel. He the places of interest. We sat
Smith,.
Murray,„Mrs,
E.
Covie
Clark,
Hotel
Our
stay
in
the
season
when we were in
was wonderful with'the preliminaries, but after that he
more than "--ese---enercised, Shiraz was limited to tWv, The pools were co,vered with a Rt. -3, Murray, Edward 9.
fell asleep (I thought it was the wine).
_therefore the swelling had nights and- days. But we had,, 'greenish scum: making the Chadwick, 106' So. 12th,
- On our first weekend trip,WhIcipped at a moteland
asked for twin beds. I was shocked. You guessed it,.. a little time to reduce itself time to visit the .rural
place- less attractive then it Murray, Euel Pritchett, Box
repeat nonperformance!So far we've been in 11 motels Id before le were sitting and on agricultdre projects being
would have been otherwise. 32, Dexter, Mrs„ Maud Todd,
it's been the same story. A promising- buildup, but no the go again.
sponsored by the Community
The last night were in Agra, " Rt. 7, Murray, Mrs. Iola B.
performance. He always has an excuse. Either he's too
I chose to stay at the timer Development Program, to see 'we viewed
_TA4
Crowell, Ft/. klaft•1411
tired or he has a lotoon_his-rnind.
and get-Myhalf SharOpribetrah the strikers, gathered outside- 7-"-moonlight, "--frem---ourz-Rancl„..,518__So...1th.,\MurraY._
-liotel
-says he wants-to marry me,but I'data want to marry - the Sunday while there. Many
the hotel grounds, protesting
roof-top. Although we were.. Mrs. 011ie L Williams, Rt. 1,
a man who can't satisfy me. What should I do?
.
of-our group attended _church,
el,-Mrs-Ernma A: -Bak ,
RE__WILDERED_IN_RALTIMORR--bd--myttearadlitymy hotel.emoloy.eta_not_onatrike three orfess-glides fl-tan it,-we--4112
• `4-•
for higher wages, and to visit could see it, white .en cr HZ. 5, Benton, Mrs. Audrey L.
'
DEAR BEssILDERED:Level with him. And ask his to feet hurt. The beauty saloon in the Taj Mahal. This place is
majestic against the black Moore, Rt. 4,'Murray, Mrs. .
Bertha Maness, Box 71, ,
level with you:- If his problem is impotency, he should see a the hotel proved - to be my beyond my imagination - the
sky.
,
•
physician and do whatever he can to remedy- the situation. salvation.
-- fact that Shah Jahan in the
Don't forget to try the Dexter, Mrs. Lottie Pen. Many_doctoraare learning much about sexual dysfunctions
The parlor was operated hy_i2:11 century built- this niassage on- your SWOPS feet. dergrass,,Ht. 1, Farrington.
from their lusty er*it medical school's human sexuality men, three of.them- Tr of
program. !Irv:man:teed-it.
them went to flinch while wet
there - eavin - Me lo wi
DEAlt Aftrr-akuir
rKPLODE: deecribed my this,one operator who proved
•
" situation perfectly. For, years my husband would not come tobbe a foot doctor also.
The shampoo.. and role-up
to the table when dinner...was ready. I tried everything I
could think of to convince'him that it was iiimortant to me were pleasant. When I went
and the children that he sit down and eatwith us. Then one under the dryer he noticed my
day. in.desperation while waiting for him to-come- to the feet and asked if I would- like
table. I ben practicing my piano lesson.
for" him to take the swelling
The effect was dramatic; be munediately stopped what out. He spoke a-little English,
he was doing, came into the dining room and sat down
but I could understand that he
!Tack _to,be Ay:vest I_ couldn't believe
I
-wo on
'"-ted to-The next': night I repeated the process with the same WW1
offer.
his
accepted
readily,
results. _Toderlie is always on time for dinner.
NO PADEREWSKi_ _My feet were elevated on a
footstooland-hesat- on another
-DEAR NO PADEREWSKI: Beautiful!(Aid far those of in front of me, where he could
you who don2t have a piano, get a bugle.
reach his tools on the counter
behind him. As he reached for
'DEAR ABBY: I am so disgusted withmyself I could just his first tool, I wondeted if I
die. This morning I sent my 10-year-old ,daughter off to had made a mistake. His first
school with no breakfast -because she was slow getting
Astrurnent was an old
, dressed.
" She was crying when she left.,-and I shouted after,-hsr-- fashioned, bone-handled
razor, the kind that is sharthat I didn't care if-she never Caine back! I acted likh
maniac. yelling-and Screaming and-bonging things wround, pened on a leather strap. He
and all bectiiiiie ilia Wee a little behind' schedy)o, which
- took my toot in one hand, and
isn't such a serious crime.
trimmed my nails with the
After she left, I sat down and cried. I feel so sorry for Other - the s- leekest I had ever
her. she is really a sweet child and I know I shouldn't be so seen. He made one rounded
hard on her, but it Seems as though I'm always picking on stroke on each nail. Then he
her for something, -Lam so ashamed of my,self, What's...
emory board to be
wroog with me? Are- there ocher mothera who. act this_ used an
were no rough
there
sure
way. Please heliS me.
.—
IN TEARS IN CHICAGO places. My fears were over
and I commended him for his
DEAR IN. Yes, there are inanr-nsothers who act that accurate, sWift performance.
'way, but very few are sufficiently wipe to admit that they,
Then the _real operation
need help. Write to PARENTS ANONYMOUS 250 W. began. His aids inclusded
57th St., Room 1901, New York. N.Y. 10019 for information Johnson's baby powder and
about the self-help chapter nearest you. They have been oil. and Ponds cold cream.
-doing wonderful work with frustrated pcniential child First he massaged my feet
abUsers, and you are a classic example Good luck and God
imdlegs with cold cream, then
bless:.... ;
began to rub my toes, starting
at the tip of my toes and
working upward with each
Who said the teen years are the happiest? Fur Abby's
new-booklet "What Teenagers Want to Know,- writs stroke. He didn't muss a toe.
Abby: 132 Las* Pr.. Beverly Hill., Calif. 90212. Enclose He talked to me all the time
Si and a long, stamped (24-cents), self-addressed envelope, about the importance-of the
please.
upward strokes and lectured
about the reason for such. He
pointed out that _ circulation
was poor in the lower extremities because of standing
or sitting toe...long, and the
need of help in the upward
flow of the blood.
When he had finished my
toes, he began with the instep
and gradually worked upward
with deep, hurting strokes.
F Program Information, Please Call 753-3314
(0When I flinched from the
strength of his hands,-, he
would apply more cold cream,
111,N1r1WINMIR MI
alternating withiehrtscnY's oil
and cub more, ending with the
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PATIENT AT PADUCAH
'Mrs. Charles Knott of
Murray. has been dismissed
from Lourdes Hospital,
• Paducah.

• nordPivor

"
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_ the_World
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Welcome W
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Lourdes Hospital;Paducah,
, PAllENT AT PADUCAHMrs. Nina M Fox of Murray
Route Four has been
dismissed (Rom Western
Baptist Hospital, Paducah

EMIImoam on

STORE COUPON

ale .sh.. l Ii

I I

NOW OPEN FN.-SAT.-SU:

C
yal Arch M
the lodge h

759-4878

Sip a good,satisfying cup of Maxwell House"— while writing to
friend on your beautiful new notepape„r Your name and afidrfts are
pri nted on 25 yell um envelopes anfl
sheet*-Ofstationeryt A'$5:00
retail value, but only $2.00 with proof of purchase(one inner seal)
from any 6-, 10: or 14-oz.-sizejar of Maxwell House Instant-Coffee.

HOSPITAL PATIENT _ _ _
Michael Cooper of Mae
. Rosati One has been dismitia4
from Lourdes Hospital,
Paducah.

if

- Murray G'
_toil:mod'will
tcout cabin a

Share a special moinCint
with an old friend...
Save 40C on Maxwell House Coffee.

PADUCAH PATIENT
Mrs. Carl Hoke of Murray
has been dismissed from
Western Baptist Hospital,
Paducah. .„
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04-05-78
Friday, Ap
Thursday, April 13
Adults ris
Free Blood Pressure -Clinic
Recital of ballads and songs
Nursery 8
by Carl Rogers, baritone, and Will be held at the Dees
Newborn Admissions
Thomas Baker, pianist, will be Bank of Hazel from nine a.m.
Baby Boy York (Donna).
at.8:15 p.m...in the Farrell' to three p.m. For tran- 13ox 97, Hardin.
Recital Hall of the Price Doyle sportation call 492-4136.. J
Dismissals
Fine Arts Center, Murray
Miss Sharyn K. Hertel, Rt.
State University?'
Exhibits in the Clara M. 1, Murray, Miss Linda A.
Circles of First United
Eitle Gallery, Price Doyle Williams, 502 N. Cherry,
.1loard of Directors of the Fine Arts Center,. Murray, Murray, Mrs. Cecelia J.
Methodist Church Women will
meet as follows: Hannah with _NIEEDLINE .Will have a State, include graphic designs Cooper and Baby Girl, Rt. 1,
Mrs. Barbara Priddy, Ruth dinner meeting at the Colonial by Brenda Adams, Mckenzie, Hazel, Mrs. Edna M. Jones
Wilson at the church-, and • House Smorgasbord at 6:30 Tn., paintings and drawings and Baby Girl, Rt. 1, FarWedleyan at plac_e
be.in --Rm. New officers. art_new_ "-by Carl Weeds, Murray, and mington, Mrs. Vickie K. Wade
board members will.be _in- ceramics by.Renee Tetrault, and Baby Girl, 109 Porter,.
nouticed, all at7:30 p.
Brattleboro, Vt. They will be Paris, Tn., Mrs. Bonnie J.
on exhibit through April 26. Hale and Baby Boy, Rt. 1,
Murray Bass Club will meet
United
'Independence
at Triangle Inn at 6:30p. m.
Murray, Mrs. Janice K.
_ Idethedist Church Women will
;
Dowdy, Rt. 1, Alino, Mrs
• Mason's Chapel United -Meet at seven p.m. at the
Carlene Paschall, Ett• 24
u
ne
urray
"-Methodist Church Women are church
Puryear, Tn., Mrs. Martha C.
meet at the Triangle Inn at
'
. scheduled to meet at seven FT.
Nichols, . 712 _River Rd.,
6:30 p.m.
Recital by Michael Shore,
tn.
Murray, Mrs. Lavinia J..
baritone, Saveima, • nt, will
Page, 500 N. 7th., Murrayt
Cai• Wash will he held at
begin at 815 p.m. at the • North Point
Miss Kimberly A. Fhittent.
Titirsday, April 13
CbeVroo Station
North Pleasant Grove--Farrell Recital Hall, Price from nine A.m. to five p.m., _1710 .hielrose, MurraTrldrro.
. Flags, _gvelykKinsey, Rt. 1, Murray,
: bx. .-tha
-C-umberfarrd Presb ytertatr-13°Yle --Fine Arts -eenter; .,sponsorad
'' • Rifles, and Majorettes of
Mrs. Kathy M. McCallon, 1600
----Church Wortion -wilt meet -at-- MaleaawState University.
A. Ridgewood, Murray,
Margery
Calloway County High Schogl.
.. the home of
Ellis Center will be open
Charles E. Murley, 215 RichCrawford at seven p.m. with.,
p.m. for
from
ten
three
to
a.m.
mon.d Hall, MSU, Charleibt.
program
as
Jones
.Virginia
..Clivities _by,. the Senior
Wilson, 11-t. 1, Puryear, Tn.,
leader.'
.
,Citizens including devotion at
Mrs. Betty J. Thompson,Rt. 2,
or
Buchanan, Tn., Mrs. Mildred
- Murray Girl- Scow Neigh-- 10:05 a:Iwo-own handwork
10:30 a.m.,
at
_the_Gteio_l_W__Ylatting
ScoutsFolsom, 1505 .Story,
Ott
C.
_tiorhoottwill,meetjist
TritM--7-_
.
-lunch at noon, and table Sidewalk cookie sales at
Murray, Mrs. Jessie Flora,
i at ten alit.
-Scout(*bn
games at one p.m.
1618 Magnolia Dr., Murray,
Otasco'szitoses', and National
Murray Chapter No. 92
Store's from ten a.m. to three
Arthur D. Lynch, 1610 KirkFriday, April 14
Royal Arch Masons will meet
p.m.:
wood; Murray, Charles G.
North Murray Homemakers
at the lodge hall at 7:30 p.m.
Clayton, Rt. 3,-Murtay, M
Club-vrill meet with Mrs. lvarr — -- - -'---— -at-—--Naomi- Abi Downey, Rt. ,
. , Special Olympics.ailI1--b•
Carr Health Building and, _Pazel, Tommy - Noonan, 205
;_ite_w art Stadium, Murray-1-So
the -World will meet -the _Tliialakerszoodsajacka
House
will hold its monthly dunpout- - State, froth eight a.m.-to /our- --Davis, Flt.-1,:Dukedom, Tn.,
--2411TrarWiln"nrs Cia
at six PI*.
: -.• Mrs. Beatrice B. Hughes, 309
__
P-m•
.
at
. Piney Campground in the
, • _So 13th., Murray, Mrs. Stella__
._
..,Land Between the Lakes. A
Thursday, April 13
Miss Murray State Pageant;Pritchett, Box 3'2, Dexter.
..00
potluck supper will be served
Welcome Wagon Club will
night with...Nix'anoth allinial, will beat 7:30
-meet at the First Christian Saturday
Crawfottr• '• as gum: "in Lovett Auditorium,
Margery
YOGURT
R1SIiGL.
Church at 7:30 p.m. with the
MurrtifState UnWeititY.
Yogurt is still a new foodto
wagotunasters.
;•-program 'by the Sweet
.
but figures are ris
many,
-....—._ ..
- Adelines.
)Murry -awe. _
Concert
_-- 4,iiiip
‘
-.
_
recital
-1.“4111441618dbubla-iiitmiSIMiptton
_.... • ,
'Percussion Ensemble,
will be at
five-year period between 1972
Gamma &anima Chapter of Read, Paducah,
directed by Tom Vanarsdel,
Recital Hall, m4,1 be at 0:ic _._. in -the
and 1977. It's estimated that
Beta Sigma Phi is scheduled seven p.m. in Old
p.m.,
Center,
Arts
Theatre_tdur ay_ _ _ _•`"
•
Fine
Doyle
Price
each_ -.person _now._
p.m.
seven
it
meet
to
University
and a trumpet recital by-1107appruximately two and one.
No charge and public is
State.
will
half pounds annually.
Homemakers Clubs are B. Tighe, iluntsville,-Ala.,
invited.
Farrell
in
p.m.
8:15
at
be
follows:
scheduled'to meet as
Hall, Price Doyle Fine
Dexter at Dexter Center at Recital
Murray State
Center,
Arts
Racers,
a.m.,
9:30
Progressive, South Merely, University.
and_ 'fawn and Country at
be announced.places to .
shopping,for senior citizens
Prances Drake
to northside and downtown
FOR THURSDAY,APRIL 13, 1978
to
and
a:m.
03
-.
9:
ai
will.
th:rlev's
, as possible'.
'
• What kind' of day will promptly
southside and downtown at
end
tomorrow be? To find out what wait for snags to appear-A"
Call 753-0929 by nine
the stars say, read the forecast thorough study of details
hiss
a.m. fiat morning shopping ' aiven for your birth Sign..
needed.
a.ra
11:30
)erennials
for atand by
r,_,t>
j
SAGITTARIUS.— .
7$3.1251
stti
"(Nov 23 to Dec. 21, ^
ternoon shopping.
ARM
Tact and utmost discretitir—
(Mar. 21 to Apr 20).1fi t
New techniques, novel ven- needed now. Your approach to
tures, unusual methods could others will be most important.
bring real advancement. Day In all situations, display good
ex- sportsmanship.
favors
especially
- CAPRICORN
perimentation, pioneering.
(1.14.7 22 to Jan. 20) id
TAURUS
• Good influences Activities.
Apr. 21 to May 211
- Do not lower your dignity by shouldbe handled evenly so as
using strong-arm or other not to lap over too much in any
forceful measures to achieve' one direction. Start with a
your desires. You will ac- Suitable tempo ancl.cnaintain it.
What - Our 2nd Birthday Party
complish more through tact and AQUARIUS
iJan. 21 to Feb. 19)"` '1.
graciousness.
When - 1lWa14th & 15th
Look for the "loopholes" that
GEMINI
trick needlessly, be alert to
(May 22 to June 21)
Where - JuDon's Bags& Beads,...
' Start the day with verve and misrepresentation; sift
at a steady pace. Investigate carefully for truths. Once sure
Our Gilt To You
the validity of new offerings. you are on the right track, make
Caution advised in financial your moves -"Confidently.
- x
I
matters.
-17)% off rarniarlondise
Feb. 20 to Mar. 20i
imo
CANCER
-1
You should have no trouble
June 22 to July13) laP
Refreshments Served necessary
out
You may have an unusual carrying
Friday 300-5:00
opportunity to advance your requirements, but this is no
interests immediately - one time to take on "extras" or to
—Open Until 8:00 Fri. Nite—
whicli could have an important scatter energies. In general,
bearing on your future as well. stick to routine.
Be ready to accept.
YOU BORN TODAY are
LEO
rk endowed with a fine intellect, a
I July 24 to Aug. 23) 4144-A4
Tbirai - not the time for d-ynarnic personality and
dwelling on old errors, except to unusual versatility. You are a
recognize that they Must not be naturally curious individual'
repeated. On with your present would make an outstanding
izlelud Cerster=153-151111
program - especially if it has reporter or detective), but your
curiosity is not of the petty,
been built on a solid basis.
prying type. With family,
VIBG(Y
t Aug. 24 to Sept. 23) nP%. friends and associates, you are
New offerings may attract inclined to, be exceptionally
you, but do not give up old tolerant, to take a "live and let
projects of value. In those fields live" attitu& Your desire to
in which you are trained, and "know" • is a scholarly, infor which you have a liking, you vestigative one - a great asset
in many professions. There are
may well speed ahead now.
duiny fields,Inwhich . you can
LIBRA
Succeed, but notably as a
'• (Sept. 24 to Oct. 23)
Stellar aspects not entirely business execative (If you
friendly. Much will depend upon restrain sr-teindencr-toward
"bosSIneii"I', a lawyer,
your IttlaptabMV:
to alter plans and per- statesman, scientist ( medicine
geptiveness. Don't follow false especially) or,. in the.art.world.
as.. writer, paintllfr, musician.
*ids.
•
theatrical performer. Birthdate
SCORPIO
of: Thomas Jefferson, 3rd
(Oct. 24. to Nov. 22) MeV
Face realities and correct Pres., U.S.A.; Lily Pops.
Program and saye $200 at II
deficiencies in your schedule as operatic dies.
your.. fast meeting You will
• Wednesday, Apill
•
Trombone recital by Tim
Bowling,Henderson, will be at
seven p.m. in the Farrell
Recital Hall, Price Doyle Fine
Arts Center, Alieray State
University.

Multi-Position Lounge— Fatiiing Chair

15,000 MILES OF.PROTECTION

Lightweight, ctonfortatite Avocado and white
Matti-position 1.010.111. Heat-sealed head and
•
12.51
footrest. 18/300UA
BAN "
Folding Chair. 18/P2030HS - , .

BETWEEN CHANGES
UNDER NORMAt DRIVING CCiNDMONS

lOW•20W-50
ALL SEASON
PROTECTION -

N
The last thing you want to cultivate ir your garden or yard is a bumper crop
of blisters and callouses.
(M) Chore. Rayon/polyester. 08/429
(N) ladies. Cotton blend. 08/204 • _

Eveready
or C Size

Your Individual
Horoscope

RASHLIGHT
BATTERIES

kr f.

Full line of
Trio
Martin Houses
Now in
stock

1

Bags & Beads

to paint Packed in organizer
tray. 604-KIT-09

Two filter elements do a lob no :
single or dnal-stage filter can

• do. Lab tests p-rove a. The Silver.
Bullet gives you a better combination of long life and high ef
ficiency than any of the five other bestselling filter
brands. Give your engine the protection it deserves
with-this new ()oat* Oil Filter from STP.

ALUMINUM
LAWN EDGING""
Helpsprevent unwanted growth
around trees and shrubs. Easy to
work with Aluminum won't rust.
Size. 4" x 30' 11 /GE-430. _1.59

•_

nibs

299
WOOD

REFINISHED

42 01..

ResiOres finish without
stepping wood. •

re

-LL_

•
•

pay $8.00 instead of $1000
Then only $4 00 a week .11,
•
thereafter.
a

• I if FEELS SO GOOD BEING SLIM'AND WE WANT.
I YOU TO SHARE OUR ENTHUSIASM!

CLASS SCHEDULE:
(Murray., !'=Y.)
- 1or Crvi i;tik.
- 9
fr-V.;_rtitg15
tAilt-Viath
.
Pal•vi
•r--,•
Morolny
1
This saving coupons good en vont* duringAisrll. 1,7111 in
Korth/01y and Southern Indians, Area No 5111
slIsble In allies.
coupons Iv'
to( your loved ones and friends.

SAV

We ore pleased to
announce , tla.e*
Marianna Hill, bride-.
elect of Michael Mc.
Cage. has selected
her chino pottery,
stainless and crystal
—our rattIplefe
•Kilo[registry.
.
An April 21, 1978
wedding is planned.

40-Ft. PLASTIC
--LAWN EDGING
Nail& log lasting edging in big
40-11. roll tan be cut to any length
to protect trees and shrubs. full
4" high. 11i8201

5-HP Gear Drive Tiller' has
power reverie, recoil starter,
16 bolo tines. Tilling width,and
depth adjuitment. Throttle
stop. Drive,
459.99.

Medium pile for general
roller coverage Includes two
covers

Be sure
and take
— advantage of our
complete
Bridal
Registry
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Opinion Paw
:

11EARTIINE .

'y

EDIT051A1,

Dry, and ar
jtr-may be,
but economics drives men to
the barricades faster than any
other science. For fresh evidence of historian Robert
Heilbroner's
perceptive
premise look about you.
constituents of Congress
climbing
aren't - actually
banicades as yet, but the
outrage by communicated -

flea rtline is a service fix senior
citizens. Its purpose as to answer
questions sed solve problems - fast. II
.14, have a question or a problem not
alletwered in these columus, write
Beiartline, 114 East Dayton Street,West
Alexsadria, Okik,453$1. Yen Will
receive a prompt reply, Mt yea most
include a stamped selkddremed envelope. The most useful replies will be
printed in this column.

•

1
.

Inflation-

•

Lar

• visers. arry BoswOrth, director of the Council on Wage and
Price Stability, argues that
neither companies nor unions
will go along with yoluntasy

00.•

••

•

"kVA.

HEARTLINE: I am 65 years old and I have just started on Medicare. My wife
will be 65 next month and will also be
covered by Medicare. She has been ,
restraints if the government it .
undergoing treatment from a
psychiatrist for the past year. When she '
self refusesto set an example---goes on Medicare, will they cover her
Put anotheranother way,fighting the
for these treatments? D.O.
wage-price spiral is not unlike
A: Yes, Medicare does have coverage
disarmament.
.
negotiating -a
for psychiatric care, but there are'
pact. _Trust is crucial; timely
iirniratinn Medicare has coverage in a
during the Easter recess sent
monitoring is better yet. The
hospital the same as any other illness,
Rep. Thomas Luken5 . amotig stakes are seen as so high. that
" but there bra limit of 190 days over the
patient's lifetime and only periods of
- others, sCitri•-ying-to TIM back - -*Other side is willing to be first
active treatment are covered.
,-T:---the expensive steps taken nwre--.-7-tiff the dime. Both need help.
Medicare will also cover a person for
• months ago to 4abilize Social-.
If the preSident has any.
outpatient or in home treatment with a
Secuiy.
political savvy at all he will
lia50 per year maximum.
eason: inflatifin
nib- __emulate, __ideally- with More
_are now an. the
For people wiso—
By ROBERT F.STEPHENS
Medicare. prcigrath Of . Will SOOR be
----Wing away" at ,the purchase
dignity, the -*congressional
Attorney General
_
••
• II -Pa-Yturning 65 and going
-ger-amble- -now coming up to
ileartliasztiow bau-anallable4.hraneV___
ominous,ways,
speed. Morecivehell-usenrnew 1978 edition of "lleartlinaduide to._-_
-anaWt
—
oncerned Aord the every legitimate-Tirea-ns to
Medicare."
. •
'idea of passing the Social
demonstrate that his
Still written in easy-to-understand
Security buck to future
ministration is serious about
question-and-answer form, the 1978
•
generations are so hardholding down inflation.
issue has much more - information. —
--Included in the aeteleate are the new -the - Anwar- pressed
As economist john,Xemethdeductffeat tor Part-"V• metudeT tn
Checkhilt
counter,
and
Galbraith once wrote,'Nothing
.#
ance. more items and
elsewhere in the marketplamt„so weakens government as per.
that Medicare covers,- a more concise
.
they want tangible relief in the
sistent inflation." By the same
continue to rise while their driving
Questions commonly asked the
originally issued. For example, a explanation of reasonable charges, and
here and now.
record remains clear of any violatians.
token, nothing so clouds the
Consumer Protection Division of the
consumer explained-le-the- insurance detailed aistructions on how to fill out - -The Kentucky, Department of
-- President Carter likewise, luturesotpresidantsaajo
- vern-= Attorney General's Office concern the
company, prior to applying for liability your Medicare claim form. You can :- feels the heat -- not only frorn- --meats too weak to respond to rising cost of automobile liability 'in- Insurance explains that ,the rising Costa, insurance,..-that he had received a deceits the 1998 Heartline's .Guide to surance. Many consumers do not un- of automobile insurance--fiates
speeding ticket: At the time of the Medicare by sending ;1.75 to Hear•-•---,-the public - but-from his - ad- ihetehn.
derstand why their insurance rates directly to the high cost of medica4 :'application The company had no tline's Guide to Medicare, 114 E.
hospital and doctors, bills. Honeker,
problems or questions regarding the Dayton St., West Alexandria, +Ohio
insurance companies are uotAganted
By DONALD M.ROTERSERG
speeding ticket-arid issued a policy to 4a381-. -- The -book is completely
rate increases automatically upon
Associated Press Writer
this consumer.'When the iiolicy was up guaranteed and if you are notsatiafied,
request.
•
for renewal, the consumer was notified your money will be cheerfully refunThe Department of Insueance
that his rates would be raised due to the ded. Please allow six weeks for _ _
require,s insurance companies to .
• Sgt.:- ',Thesnae D. Locke,. ion of Mrs.
deUvery.
previous spiecTing ticket.
submit data covering the previous
a
membe
r
d
the
U.
&
If
this
type'
of
situation
arises
from
an
._
HEARTLINE: I am a veteran of
three years of business, documenting
Afr-Foree Specialist Team.aent
error on the part of the insurance agent Vietnam. I have heard that the VA will
rate
their
reasons
for
requesting
the
Avail& of Races during, the U. S.
or insurance company, the company
not pay for dental care. Can you tell me
increase. This data must include the-.
Forces buildup triggered by the North
The energy conferees aren't always
should correct the errot and make any
WASHINGTON t AP) - The U.S.
anything
about applying for these
".
amount
of
the
paid
or
premiums
and
Korean craais.
Capitol is-a treasure chest of nooks and emy to find. In their frustrating efforts
-. -necessary adjustment in the insured
benefits? N.G.
incurred
experienced
losses
over-the
-.Deaths reported include Mrs. Eula
&enrage," of hilidarl kid-ridors and via. to alpaca agreement, they often have
rates._ However,if an insurande_ coin.
Aa-Apelication -W-IiWMetOf a
Kellow and W. E. t Ebta Qark,lige.75, marked-doore behind which the moat
pany uses this situation as standard
to evacWreporters. by meeting in three- year petted. Then the insurance_
service-connected
noncompensible
open
before.
OR
appear
'ortipany
The home of Stoney Raspherty---ef- - senior
imust
• powerful members of unannounced locations throughout the
procedure..to attract clients,' -the
be filed within
condition
must
dental
hearingand
Justify
their
mgm
itfar
a
Hazel was destroyed by fire OR AliallifttaaCengress have quiet, hideaway-40mo- Capitot.Attorney Genital's Office • would
one year, and the dental examination
increase, proving thatallaietr
rate
Mrs. Leon (Suet Adameawasapanista-, ammo to only a yeiVogeeiged. fieir
rarely
succeed.
tacika
Theja'evealiet
•
consider
'
such business practice as a
completed within 14 months, from
speaker"the annual bamiaa-Cheld-bY,,
Recently reporters standing Outside • current rates or inadequate:
The outside of' the Capitol has still
possible violation of the Conermer--release from service. There is no time
One
problem
often pciatad•linicire Abe,
the Calloway County
at231)441/
the hideaway offite where- the conother nooks and cranrnea that house a
Protection Act.
limitation for applying for treatment of
Consemer Protection Division involves
Chapter of the Future Teachers of vast number of pigeons. ,
ferees planned to meet ha to assure
Automettile insurance companies
compensible service-connected dental
whether an instrarice company can
,America at the Triangle
Mrs------a-The feathered and 'the -fichvenul • Same manned Members of the aiaferhave anaaaisigned risk category, oftgn
conditions.
raise the rates on a -policy for,reasons
Adams was named as "Teacher of the
coexist uneasily; often only a win- ence committee that they had fourd the
referred to as the "high risk" category.
HEARTLINE: I recently had my
that were known before the policy 40413`
Year" and Miss Celia Taylor was dowpane apart.
right office.
Individuals with excessive traffic
Social
Security disability approved,so I 'named as "Miss 1968 FTA."
_ violations or previous accidents on
Sen. Henry M. Jackson, DWash., is 11!, John
f
will start receiving my benefits in two
Rita Hurd, daughter of Mr.• and Mrs
high on the list of the powerful and
their
insurance record are usually
- •
months. However.any disability is the
R. Harvey Hurd of Murray, has been recently moved a notch higher. The
grouped together in the assigned risk
result of a job-eeleted injury and I also
elected secretary of the Student cieath of Sen. John L. McClellan
category.
•
State Workmen's ComOrganization of Murray., State
brought about a _realignment in. the If insurance ,companies did not receive
pensation. Will this, affect my Social
University.±
ranks of senior senators. \ •
separate the assigned risk •individuals'
from other insured individuals, in- Security disability benefits? C.T.
Seniority determines many things in
A: It is possible that this could lower
Congress, including who gets which
surance rates would likely increase for
your S.S. disability. You can- receive
The new Murray City Hall being
hideaway.
everyone to cover the cost of insuring
from both, however, the total monthly
constructed at South Fifth and Poplar
Jackson used his to arrange a shift
the "high risk" individuals. Insurance
payment to and your family cannot .
Streets should be ready for occupancy
NEWYORK (AP)- "Youngstown. research center, he Said, would work to
from a hideaway with a commanding
• companies isolate the "high risk" inexceed
80 per cent of your average
in about tein Months, according to
It's teir town and it's great. We'll be
view of the Mall and the Washington
correct this deficiency.
dividuals so drivers with clear driving
.
Monthly
earnings before you became -a
Rupert Nix, el:instruction foreman.
here.... the professional steelmakers ...
Monument, to. ,a windowless office.
If this isn't a program in the national
records are not penalized.
disabled.
If combined benefits from
• Deaths reported ancludy Craig Ta.,
making quality steels to meet customer interest, and entitled to federal
He showed off his new office te - a
When consumers' insurance rates
Outland, age 73.
group of reporters who asked why he
increase because of a traffic violation ....Workmen's Compensation and Social
needs."
assistance-the Mayor continued, then
'Security weuld be over this amount,
Rue Overbey, personnel manager of
That message, from Youngstown the federal highway program wasn't eihad given up one of the best views in
or accident, the consumer is either
_
Social Security disability would be
the Murray Manufacturing Company.
Tutseacoa still adorns the Inside ther, nor was the development at
Washingtan.
fo# Led tapay higher trunaranaeratet Or • clur_y
reduced.
a was speaker at the meeting of the
OCIWit of the Chamber of Commerce
It was the pigeons," confided the
atomic energy.
have his policy terminated. Once a
Murray Rotary Club held at the Murray
s- enator, who noted that the windowsill, promotional brochure But things have
In fact, the mayor and his fellow
consumers' policy is terminated with'
HEARTLINE: I have seen a lot
Woman's Club House. He was inchanged in the Ohio city in recent promoter, N. Laird Eckman of the
beyond which was the view, was, coyone company, he is placed on an _un-written lately about this
new diet .in
was
who
Cain
Edwin
troduced by
, months.
ered with many years accumulation of
chamber of commerce; even envision
Written "non-renewal" lint. Even program of taking liquid
protein and
charge of the program.
Most
importantly.,
the
steel
company'
though, there is no written non-renewal not eating. Have you
Youngstown as occupying somewhat
draPPings., . • heard anything
Tommy Doran, son of Mr, and
WI-present to thedegree It was; last the same role in steel as Oak Ridge,
list, information on consumers whose , about this throul any of
your sources?
fall
it
closed
its
Campbell
Works,
at
a
T. C Doran of Murray, is now teaching
.lackson_Was • less affable when
Tenn, does in"atomicenergy. • policies have been terminated An-. F.R.
isa
cost of 5,000 jobs. That miglat be only
at the University reportees questioned his characavailable to other insurance companies
The nonprofit center would be an
A: This latest diet fad which calls for
the beginning, some fear..
Columbia, Mo.
--_=_1ileizationofthe state of negotiations for
actual operating plant, a catalyst, a
through independent reporting com- a very low
calorie intake tapfrom
sold
Good quality fat Steers
Mayor J. Phillip Richley estimates
energy compromise.
panies. Individuals who have had proximately 600 per
laboratory, a modelat would develop
dayl has been
to $26 40 this week, according to the
•The Senate-House conferees were that various steel cutbacks, mainly of technology. It would work toward lower policies terminated find it extremely regarded very critically
by the Har1
Company.
outmoded facilities, could endanger
for the Murray Livestock
- meeting in Jackson's hideaway office.
difficult to get insurance from another vard Medical
costs, energy efficiency, and environSchool Health Letter.
22,000
jobs
in
the
area,
or
nearly
one
in
For four months they have sought a forcompany at a reasonable rate.
mental purity. _
This points out that there is really five, over the next 12 to 18 months. '
mula that could command enough votes
Anyone having a problem or question nothing magic
----about this diet because it
As
steel
-goeseso
goes
Youngstown,
WRITE-TO
Mwray High School captured ten top to produce a bal.
POLITICIANS
with regard to automobile insurance is aknost-a state
of fasting -for large,
"and steel is going, abandoning its
As a service to our readers, The
retinas out of 14 entries in the Regional
As Jackson, chairman of the Senate
should contact the Kentucky Depart- active adults. The
Health
Letter further
technologically
inefficient
plants
and
Murray
Ledger
&
Times
Music- Festival held at'Murray State conferees, entered a committee
ment of Insurance, Capital Plaza warns that "it is
risky for anyone to — investing-, elsewhere,.Where Water
pet iodica Ily publishes the addresses
College, according to W. Z. Carter, meeting, reporters asked if the group
Tower, Franfkort, Kehtucky 40601. A undertake such a
ieverly restricted diet
transportation,'for example, is -better
of the state and federal elected
superintendent of Murray City Schoeig, was near agreement.
toll-free hotline number is available at without
-a
medical supervision" and also
But as it leaves, three generations of
and Mary - Elizabeth Roberts, head of
representatives serving our area.
Not yet, said the senator "We're jest
1-800-372-2967.
"weight gain will recur when this or
steelmakers are staying behind in
FEDERAL LEVEL
the music :department at the high --iiiikalved in Veil:Mary probing.at this
If you have a consumer problem or any
other temporary diet is stopped."
Youngstown, called in its heyday the
school.
Any senator or representative ,
complaint, contact the Office of the
stage.,"
capital
city
of
America's
Deaths reported include Robert Lee
industrial
may be reached through the
'Preliminary?" asked a reporter.
Attorney
General,
Consumer
Ruhr, the Mahoning River Valley.
congres.sienal switchboard, 202-224Woodall,age 36, andlideAtits-,--aae ajkaw can you say 'preliminary' after
Protection Division, 209 St. Mir Street,
ABOUT THISPAGE ' .
"These are stable people," said
*
nine,
3121.
four inotillie
Frankfort, Kentucky 40601. The office
Editorials, coluains and-other
Richley. "Seventy-two percent own'
Dr. C. S. Lowry, heed of the social, Jackson glared at the -reporter,
Here are the mailing addresses:
has found that it can most effectively
opinionated articles on-this pegeLate,_
their own homes(compared te about 67
Sen. Walter D. Huddleston
science stepertment of Murray State turned and strode into the room,
handle written complaints and enpresented foe' the purpose V'
pereent nationally They have deep
pc 27 Dirksen Building Washington,
College. 'will appear - as- --SherbUia„-4 slamming the door behind him.
courages you to write if you have a
Providing a forum for the NC
roots. They are hard „workers. l'her. 'D.-C.20510
Whiteside in the production of "The
consumer complaint. However, in an
exchange of differing opinions.
• have a commitment."
Sen. Wendell H. Ford'
Man WhO Came To Dinner" to be
emergency situation or if you just need
We at The Murray Ledger &
--Ariti-so--the._city leaders have their
4107
Dirksen
Building
(-presented May 6 and 7 by the Sock and
some
information
call
the
tolafree
Mirmy Ledger & Times
Times strongly believnaJsalltallailit
work cut out. No goal is more important
Washington, D. C. 20510 Buskin Club Of Murray State College in
consunter hotline at 1-800-372-2960.
opinionated articles to only those
than bringing jobs to Youngstown, and
Murray Field Off1ce153-1852
the college auditorium, according to,. Publucher;
......1111alior I.. Apperue.
Attach parrallel the editorial
area officials intend to do it. They want
. R.GM MCC•11••••ori
Rep. Carroll Hubbard,'
Editor
Joseph W. Cohron, director.
Ilw fillwray tailor & Thaw la WA...two
philosophy
of ttiiinewspaper would
diversity in jobs, but they also want
WRITE A LETTER
204 Cannon House Office Bldg
Miss Minnie Lee Churchill, daughter
every afternoon swept Sundays. July 4,(lour(
be a disservice to our readers.
steel jobs.
Washington, D.('. 20515
Letters to the editbr are welcomed
max [Say, New Year's Day and Thankinovisug by
Of Mr and Mrs. Ronald W. C'hurchill,
‘
Therefore, we encourage readers
Murray NeWIPMPen, toe, 103 N 4th tils
STATE LEVEL
' As Richley and chamber officials see
and'encouragen. All letters muet be
was married to Thomas Owen Weikel., 'Marray,
Ky 431f71 Second naps Postage Pard at
who ^do not agree meth ap,editorial
• it, Youngstown's past as the site of the
Statta legislateremay be reached
.signed by the writer and the writer's
Wats,,ty 43071
son of Mrs. R T. Walker of BrownSLIRSCR1PTIOR_RATES in arra" 'Nerved by
stand Or the ideas presented hy an
nation's first blast ,furnace, and its
address and phone eumbet meat be
in Frankfoh. wheil the General
sville, Tn , on April 9 at the First
carnets,
p* month, payaba'in advance
individtral writer 'in a column or
A.sseintay is in session by dialing 1included fig verification. The phone
_
Baptist (lurch, Murray
Si mail in Calloway runty and to Renton, Nar- '- present position as a center of steerezdb, May5e14,Sedalia and Pennington,KY , knd
other article, to respond with their
pertisle, could make it e leader of steel's
or by arriting to them in care
.a Manlier will notbepubliihed.
aTycoon" ststring John Wayne and
Paris. Itrefillia. and Perrier, fn , $11.50 per
feelings on 'the particular is.suqa
of the State Capitol Buildini,
Letters should be typewritten and
future.
• year Ry mail to we destaintions. $3150 per '
Laraine Day is showing at the Varsity
year
-•-xteebtetpaerdi-irkettever mous* ---beenginiseleasted-vittra tatter-taint
"We- think Ahem aught le--be'--a
-fettnaleferta a Ky.-- -siewserw-semostsst;1
41r=
.
7
1•6
.
11:
editor,
•
and shouldise on topics of general
addresses
of
state
National
Steel
Research
legislators
Aallatidelan and &Wham
Center
.
..
Aaaticistlan
je same token,.itan bine has
established
in
Ca
County
interest.
-serving
Ileway
are:
Youngstown,"
.
said
The
Aractrial Petals te etinteeleittleggled to
el_ ter
not been discassed on this.page and •
zeptibtleit local newii ottiOnattol fly 'The Murray
Richley on a visit here. And it should,
r„ to
-sea: Richard Weisenberger
.Editors reserve the right
Weer & Timeam well u all other AP maw
a
reader feels that the issue merits
condenie-or reject any letter and
Reale
he said, benefit from strong federal
"Jesus said unto 'diem II Is 15
•
TELEPIONI.NUMBERS ,
the
attention of the general public,
Ky
42066
Mayfield,
limit
goverment
itsslittance.
frequentaiwiters.
7$3-1010
Office
Onalnals
501 afraid." John 5:10
we welcome letter tor the editor or,.
i /10 1016
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Address
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Features indestructible body and shatter proof
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new , cool burst et iI..'

LP

-EACH -

Bafy kilaniow s late& album,- -Even

A.CH
Styling brush with bristle's all:round
Ideal to use in one hand whIL- blowing -hair dry with the other

The orogin
ountrack from
-Saturday Noght Fever- Two _
record set featuring -How
-DeseYW Nicks Leos- and 'Stay- ng Alive
'

. LP

Wilb,r,
',WITIVS00:000054gr

TONE SOAP
:$

fpflp
elketi---y

--

Folding rani:wee openinn one easy
motion Itj compact enough to carry .
with you everywhere Many debt*
al with carry strap

4

Thet moisturizing soap with cocoa
butter. Stock up now while the
prce is right. 3.5-oz.(net wt.) bars.

"'"ainffirga2MS,7',CO/NANO/N

QUALITY LATEX

WALL PAINT

r'ffMNOMPOWNPAKWWWWWW"

TOSS''N SOFT
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tonal
by an
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Fabric Softener for the dryer.
Just toss in dryer f& soft,
fresh cloths 40 sheets -per
box
Great country sounds from
Waylon A Wake Two of
rountry hnutifc'S super
ekes Got pus now eareo
Sound •

Mighty Match
Disposable

27

sitlItlIGTANE

BOX

BATHROOM CLEANER
Cleaner and disinfettant with

eiatibbiti :tables t6 4b1

„porcelin and tile clean last
17-Ounces(net wt)

-
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COOKING CORNE

Partners In Business, Cookin

1

(MOOT__
Judy Masters and Glenda
Overbey are not onl) business
partners and good friends, but
they also enjoy giving parties-together. Both come from
large families and enjoy
having lots, of people around
when they entertain.
The prevailing attitude is
- the more the merrier, age is
.not a factor. Often three
,generations
will
be
represented. The most irnportant'factor is that everyone
enjoy themselves to the up. most. They like their friends
to get acquainted with. a few
family meihbers thrown in for
spice.
Judy and Glenda prefer a
party to have a theme,such as
PARTP4fRS — Business am;cooking partners, Judy Masters(left)and Glenda
. --a • Mexican Fiesta, or as the
look over some cookbooks with Eddie Mastera. Both women specialize in Mexican
recipes from today indicate, A
Night In Italy.' They plan a and Italian cooking and enjoy giving parties for the young and old alike.
. guest list, usually invite by
tossed salad with everything they are quite pleased with the sprinkle with cheese. Dott
telephone, and assign their
in it. All of this was washed work that has been done to with butter and add enough
:guests special dishes to bring.
down with red table wine_
date.
broth to cover bottom of the
.In this way the guests are
For dessert they served • Judy and Eddie Mastera pan, but not to drown
. „involved from the party's
Anne Doran's homemade have one son, Shane, a fourth inu.shrooms. Bake at 375 deg,
conception. The locale of the
banana ice cream and-or a grader at Robertson School. uncovered for 15 minutes.
'party vanes according to the
rich Zuppa Inglese.
Most of their spare time is Baste frequently. weather, the inclination of the
Both Murray natives, Judy spent cultivating family
Variation: Substitute crab,
hostess' or not infrequently a
and Glenda enjoy traveling to hobbies and outings which shrimp, or lobster for the
vast will volunteer to have
various markets...in._ con-... frequently also include Judy's chopped stems. White wine
-the-partyAlbmthrigarfigitirs
junction with their two- retail- - parents, the John Shroat's, can be substituted for the
high spirits are infectious and
businesses,
THE who live close by and any of broth.
their enthusiasm boundless.
SPECIALITY SHOP in' Judy's five brothers and
Zucchini Dolce E Here
The menus are planned with
downtown Murray, and SHOE sisters, their wives and
Sweet and Sour Zucchini)
care to offer the widest
BIZZ in the Dixeland Center. husbands and children, who
-serves 6
variety of appropriate dishes
New York is a favorite, but may be visiting in Murray.
2
lbs zucchini, sliced
for the best possible dinner.
Judy, Glenda, friends and
regularly visit
.4 T. butter
- A Night -hi /Laity was -no .4hey also
alas, Atlanta, and Chicago. relatives are happy to share 2T.salad oil
excejotion. The casual buffet
some
of
the
.
their
. napes
Onions,-aliced=
started out with a large
In their-speire time, Glenda Night in Italy dishes. They
t. salt
Antipasto
Tray, Helen and Wells Overbey are in the caution
all would-be hostesses
t. pepper
Shroat's **Sneaky Relish" and process of renovating their
to keep it casual, and . the 2 t. wine vinegar
Fettuccine alia-Audy.
home on Olive Street. accounterments as simple as
2 t. lemon juice
The next course offered _ Progress is slow due to lack of
possible for a quick clean up 1 clove garlic, minced
spaghetti, zucchini cikserole, time
and
Wells' afterwards.
gate bread, and a manunoth
meticulousness. However,
Stated Mushrooms • --2-T,Parinesan-Cheese,fresh'
16 mushrooms, 2-3".. in grated
24fresh basil leaves.
diameterTon NW•lism 44, nib dol 44441 demi,*1•.44. me Wiwi
crumbs
c.
bread
Melt
butter
in saucepan.
mew It' dessal spim
,-'_js,ir
irk IT'
4441 13- akin. mom eildrir ow di gods a/ sm. &nth
I T. parsliy
•Add oil and blend well. Saute
plea& Idol *ay 4iniosilisr drusmot lip se NOdsJ
salt andpepper
the_zucchini in_ihe butter
Italian Cheese, grated
mixture_ Remove. Saute
aLa
14 lb. butter
onions and remove. Add salt,
Albs &
Non ••um moo Irmo Cam Ell
2 eggs, beaten
pepper, lemon juice, and
"Igoe pimp
low Arai
4 T. onions,chopped fine
,vinega.rs__te_. the butter-oil
641•1
millikiee Win
sanwit.mason.
Beef broth
mixture. Stir until well
▪ awe gars toe ere
stems
Remove
from blended.
anis of Ise • esimisa. tusk
,
dmislii eat eassagass ads op ss
mushrooms and chop. Wipe
In ,a buttered 2 quart
Pa Pus
7. off O =Pio 22121201caps. Heat 2-3 T. butten- in casserole place half ist-tbe
bile se MONS slogiluills pWss
sis5s.
saute stems and onions zucchini, next add all the
together. Mix bread crumbs, onions, and top
with
parsley, salt, pepper, and eggs remaining zucchini. Pour on
mamma Mad itriiMIVI- Drumlin the acaaaned
the mushroom caps with mixture and top with the
melted butter and place in a cheese.- Bake at 360-ileg. for 15buttered baking dish. Fill caps minutes. Garnish with the
with crumb-stem mixture and - basil.

•Sel-Air Shopping Center
:Limit Rights Reserved

Scot

Lad

Salli
Gerber
AM-11 PM
iMY

MORTOWN67
1114

Dupean

TV DINNERS

Cake

Jiff Mtn
'These items On Display
DieStore_

. Pan
Kroft

Miral
GEORGIA PACFIC

Bounty

Godchou
4 Roll

I ti

Qtrs.

.6.-••••••••••••••

;

tier& howio nue.
the riew Burg&ChefSalad:

--DO-Mant•

Peaches
Home Owned
a,Operated ,

dcb
0' gt
1.

Start with cnsp.
fresh lettuce, cabbage
and carrots

Get a bowl anct go
to the Soled Bet •

-

A

\'

A
-dd a few cherry

tomatoes.

Produce
- Dept.

Add some
julienne beers.

•

Crisp & Crunchy

Ladlerasichunky
fMeuQseese •

Or creamy French

..1
.11
Or tangyltithan.

Or delicious
- Thousand Island

preer

Sprinkle on bacorty-bus

Top off with Crunchy

OPEN WIDE
AMERICA aasu

14inGEWN7upoy

Golden Delicious, Winesap
it Red Delicious

Apples
Lemons
Leaf Lettuce
Mix & Match
Carrots
Greqn Onions
,,b Red Radishes

59!
10/89'

410'

We Have Available
Steam Cleaners &
Carpet Cleaners
For Rent.

t

-ir

ewe=
diLlw
BUY ONE
.
,
41
DOUBLE CHEESEBURGER 121
GET ONE FREE!

cs:vi

.tiiiiffirgqgWthtire'rnipori
.yOu h05,1113131113fiirhtltrititibtitilifF'-.7:
• at our regidatpriee.and gt ariothei tree.
.

This mason ti .20011 001i
on« orrod only atter 4 011. Sold 11415,5 01,00/515151,—.ii

by
dov.414Wrict4
.

04/444 worse May It, 1575

H 130.4 W. MOO et., Ilhotray

iwyi wan

Ns%

5
•

Dole Pineapples
Celery e.
Cabb

3/89c
/
9'

USDA CFI(

Tip R
CouriFy S

Pork
(enter C II

Pork
Piltdrit
BEIM

lb

,

41.0
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Every Day Low Shelf Prices!
-Compare These Low SheffPrices With Theirs
Scot Lad

lb 49'
17
IT

Saltines
-

Gerber

Baby Food

4 01

Duncan Hines

18 0169'

Jtft-t8 or

S.

_Crisco

31.1)

$1I 69

99C

Peanut Buffer

SAVE

Folgor's

instant

New Store Hours
8:00 a.m.to
11:00 p.m.
7 Days A
Week

'

Gt. Northern

Mix
lay

Pure Veg

Beans'
Velveeta

36'

Wig

Similac

Kraft

Kraft

Kraft Orong•

Miracle Whip-

luke

21b.

Advance

S199

Ireitstritdcer

Gelatin

Jell-O
D131111.d

301

-.

Godchaux

Sugar

Nabisco on Display Only
Fofger's

wiSAVE

CO%

ler

Saltines
COfi
e
lk"

ol
•

Bounty

'1.7
zZ*
-Cf Out, rainy.%
uvvvrrt

oRN MEAL

OS
Godchauif

,

ar

12.z.

$1°9

With trot

SAVE

SCOT LAO

Cranberry Juice

'
82

Cocktail

cub
,„11
.
30:L

_icecm
pod

Biscuits
&bad

PORK NOV*

1
nagged

Ice
0,t
Parkay
C.

USDA Choice Boneless Sirloin

Tip Roast

lb

$189

CoaniFy Style

Pork Ribs

lb

S139

Center Cut iomily Pock

Pork Chops
Bacon

'lb

S1 59

Catfish Steaks -

Fresh MOW -

lb 119

Campfire

Franks

12

69'

Hyde Park „

-:Canned Ham

3 lb

$549

Fresh frozen
•

Chicken Livers

494

This
Week
Win;
iast Week's

13.i.

41'

,

sap

ma-
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Bucks Rally In Final
Period To Whip Suns

Brewers Maintain Hot
Bats, Blast Yankees

PHOENIX, Ariz AP) - Lakers at the Seattle Super/Pt
The Milwaukee Bucks, after Sonic'strailing thoughout the game, Wintril,, who led Milwaukee
eclipsed the Phoenix Suns with 31 pints, said that even
C.
By ALEX SACHARE
Sixto Lezcano added an RBI in the Windy City that helped
with a 32-point fourth quarter though the Bucks trailed
AP Sports Writer
doable off Rawly Eastwick in the
Whitt
Sox' Eric
Tuesday night to take a 1-0 early, "We got some pretty
Manager George Barn- the fourth and Thomas belted Soderholm, Jorge Orta, tlalph
lead in their best-of-three good 31308-"
berger holds no illusions about his second two-run liomer in Garr and Ron Blomberg each.
National
Basketball "In the world half, we
the
current hitting by his the eighth
Or
Or
hit home runs.
Association first-round playoff rushed the ball • Up the floor
Milwaukee Brewers, who
White Sox 9, Blue Jays 5
The weather. was fine,
series.
and vehen we did haveto set up
have scored 49 runs in winning
"It wasn't a very good day however, for White Sox '
Marques Johnson, with 16. we ran the 4ilays kretty well.
their fir,st flair games of the to be a pitcher," said Chicago reliever Pablo Torrealba, who
, points, and Brian Winters, We got the good shots." season.
But he says it's no Manager
Lenfon, allowed just Q,ne hit in
Bob
with 8 points, sparked
Milwaukee can now wrap up
fluke, either,
referring to the 25 mph gusts blanking the Blue Jays over
Milwaukee's closing-quarter .the series at home, but Coach
"We can't maintain this
the final three innings.
drive for a 111-103 victory. The Don Nelson was far from
:
- Bomberger conceded
Tigers 6, Rangers 2
Bucks caught Phoenix at 85 claiming -victory._ "I don't
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was third,AR _ 1:12,0, and
WiLson, who has-three stolen crease with 28 seconds left in
Margaret Kopati fourth in bases in three games,jarfuned the second period.
Dave Hudson tied it this 1:12.3.
the-ankle at second base bag
the 440-yard
In the relays,Monday
night while averting a time, at 1:48- of the third
_______
..g.rgr• - relay team of Van Dusen, Fox,
pickup attempt by theOrioles. period.
Morton
was
and
McFarland
If Wilson can't go full speed,
In the other MIL first-round
the lady Racers
FRESHMAN SPRINTER Cheryl Glore
while the 880- Manager Whitey Herzog said playoff openers, the Detroit
50.4
in
secOnd
em
400-met
finishes second to Western's Marcia..Cole iikAs
• medley relay team coenposed he would probably start Joe Red Wings downed the Atlanta
dash. Giefe, who starred at Tilakman lest year, recorded
of Fox, Morton, McFarland Zdeb in left field.
Flames 5-3, the Toronto Maple
59.0.
How, you may ask, can- a
team Web seventh in an
invitational trick meet then
two days later, come back and
defeat the team which won the
invitational?
Murray State women's
track coach •Margaret Simmons thinks she has the answer.

Mary Ana MeCanooli of the lady law
ALONE IN FRONT
truck team is alone at the finish his in its 1,380.1tarires.
hIcConisall placed first with s tins of 3417.3.
alsaiI00NOI

by Mile
ey.

Open Mon. thru Sat.9 Iii 9
Sunday 1-6
Prices Good April 13th Through Wed.,April 19th
,22 LONG
.RAPALA FISH-N-FILLET KNIVES
Repel* fish 'n fillet knife features curved,

Hummingbird
Electronic
Instuments

flexible hand-ground blade of the finest
European stainless steel; blade easily
tesharpened with hand-hOne:_ duray
reinforced birch handle, leather tooled
Laplander sheath,

Super MOT Depth lieribier

A deed, sounder evedany mods for boss
fishirso Hos a combination of retiobiRty,
durability and performance features not
found in ony ether depth sounder at any

RIFLE SHELLS
PETERS
"HI G H. VELOCITY"'e
LONG -hint22's
GOLDEN"Tm BULLETS
100-ROUND PLASTIC
"POWER-PAK'

U.L. Reg. $2.19 Per 100

• Increased pews output, a super efficient
2 in ritanote transducer and Min Me
Basher
cernbine.to give a sensitivity,
definition and detailed bottom mange
are
untradthedi in cenventldnal saws&
that
errs t.leor, precise nrodinos to 120 ft vid* use of inside scale.
,rfinQ
Offen 'kiwis's& in0A-edeed performance, malting it sdece for iv.
lorge lakes at Kroh speeds Is complete4y waterproof and will stand up to
uso in .44 weather condition*
12 volt *Dotal/06, low pow., *pin Pen160.0,,, C. portable operation
b01
,
Comes with transducer, 20 ft transducer cable, Dower cable and 010
invents&
110111111. Scale graduated from 0 to SO-ft in one foot

FAST-RETRIEVE,

BALL
BEARING
VERSION OF THE FAMOUS 5000 Take all
the features -of the world-renowned

mbassadeur 5000-fully idjustable star
drag, centrifugal and mechanical brakes,
no-looi takedown, and p-ashbutton free
and then add the extra
spool
smoothness and Lasting thstance of
Stainless steel ball bearings, plus the
-Ittritnitig speed of a new 4 7-to-1 retrieve
ratio. The ultimate freshwater baitcasting
reel.

4-.1i•MrpeepiSa"
6".-8,per pack
--fts Per pack

rird POWer

Popular scope with fully coated, quality optics. Always ceneyetered reticle. 1 in. tube, OUtaide diem. objective end 1.5 in.,
piece end 1.4 fp., overall length 11% in., eye relief 3.5 in. Field of
view 28 ft. at 100 yds. Parallax corrected at 100 yds.
.
•.
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WD-40 RI.1ST PREVENTATIVE
LUBRICANT
Multipurpoee WD-40 in

one easy-to-use spray can
lubricates, penetrates,
prevents rust. and displaces moisture on any
metal.. It deposits a
rnicroschidc film which is
norigreasy and not sticky.
Harmless to paint, plass
tire, rubber, fabric,fish-.

Apache Black Moak. 15 Shot; Model 86A8 .
'Based on s, new design conception in which fore-end, re
(-elver and buttatock are made in one integral piece o
tough Du Pont "Zytel"A Nylon, combined with ordnanc
steel for dependable and accurate operation. Friction f steel parts ride on nylon bearings, need no lubrication
Shoots .22 caliber long rifle cartridges.
20 in., round steekbarrel;srowned mflizle. Modern style.
flat faced biliode kont sightrfeaz sight adjustable for windage and eleysitfldn; ieceiver grooved fin- -Tip-Off" tele
acopie a • ht

oinks. To.;of- •

y rtn, * oe wit finely. checke
rtp..staslikApskiaxa-nad., With efleie4fteaskeesVadeei oap. Tabu •
*nylon- tat+ p1ete4_cbacorat1ve butt-r
Jar magazine hot& 1.4 long rifle rim: fire.
• *
--- It.Rot.

- • 14.96

-11110•100.000

•

.

-

. •

P111A 1

HO
Low Overhead
Means Lower Prices

— -Prices Good Thursday,
April 13 thru Wednesday, April 19
Johnscia Johnson
All Wide Plastic

Friskin

I

Dog
Band-Aid
Food
c r
99lbsL

Legislation
tax credit
payments
House floc
cOnfrontati
Carter.
The How.
Committee
Tuesday a
tax credits
elementary

Friskies

Reg. 11.60 Sara si

_. Fresh Country

000 F-000

Washed led or White

Harm&
Tender
Chunk

Martha White
Ssff Rising

Ham

5 Lb.
Save

44'

ata,

Au
Laundry

Vbs.13 oz. save sr-.

-$

Detergent
Given Away Each Week

Garden Delight

—

Register each time you
are in the store for the
1(10 given away each week

--;--Last Week's

Frosty Seas-Platter

Ruby Oben
310 S. 5th

•Plothinfilalltry *No'Cards To Punch •All You Do is Register-10de Time You Are In The Store Drawing Wednese', it 5:00 p. m. New 40ontest Starts Thursday
kIerning.
eimplayeasat Parlors sod their Faenihas not thignito wvAdidts
only may resister..You do not have to be presern to Inn.

Hawaiian
Punch

Only
46 oz.

Rail

Says lr

...AT JBEST BUY PRICES
17 oz. Cu
Sam 11.

FRUIT COCKTAIL

Lean Meaty Boston Butt
ek

Reas!a F:..±

Lean Tender

-1-I

.7.....
.......................
.

C
'lb.

I.

Field
Sliced

Field

_Pork _ I. . %Vieners
Steak .
. _ ciao
i1

"
4"",toto
Pride of
Illinois

Bologna
C
1,

1lbP. kg• 00 -1

--

tb. pk

..e.u...

PRiDE
0, Itimal

Irish Spring
Soap - Bath Size
Golden Cream Style

wish spring

303 ‘`

Says 48'

First

Gatorade

(Center Cut
$1.58 lb.)

Lemon-Lime
32 oz.

Save 86
COUPON
Nein:

Field Worthmore
Sliced

Bar-B-Q
Sauce
IS Si.
whit
this
essamea

Weisz 57

Steak

Sauce

49c
rnt Parker'

If You Motc
"

We Reserve the
Right tty Limit

7evatitigiw
We Atcept U.S.
overnment
- food Stamps

ur

Home Owned

and
Home Operated Joe M.15Orker

and
Sammy Joe Parker'
Owners

01
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WASHINGTON AP ) —
Legislation giving an income
tax credit for college tuition
payments is heaaed for the
House floor and.,a possible
confrontation with President
-_•
• Carter. _
` The House Ways and Means
Committee approved the bill
Tuesday after firjt deleting
tax credits for tuition paid to
_ elementary and secondary

TIMES, Weleowiey, AprII 12, 11711

schools. As passed, it provides
up h?6250 a year credit against
college and other Postsecondary school tuition.
Carter
summoned
Democratic Members of the
cortunittee to the White HOW*
for a confrontation today over
the tax credit, which be opRoses.
Spokesman Rex Granum
said the presidentowould

discuss his displeasure with
tuition tax credits. He said the
discussion also would include
Carter's tax reform proposals,
which are now in hearings
before the committee.

Carter
some including elementary and
and
congressmen object to any secondary tuition is pending.
tuition credits. Supporters
In an appearance before the
private schools, main
Society
of
parochial schools, want tuition American
credits restored for -lower Newspaper Editors Tuesday,
Carter stopped just short of
. The tuition bill, which may school levels.
flatly saying he would veto
go to a House vote in about two
The fight 1:certain to be tuition credit legislation.
weeks,faces strong objections renewed on the House floor
-My present intention would
from those favoring and those and in the Senate, where a bill - be to veto any bill that was
opposed to the aid concept.
providing bigger credits'and ' costly and which was un-

4-1.1iMMENUMEMINIIIII

4_I
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(Permanent
Removal of Hair)

Call 753-8856
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l'ireilrEVETi1!1!5NSWANN.. ome items not exact as •icture

Took
True Temper

Hoist

Hodes
-'Rakes
.b•-• Shovels

1 Ton
A Real Deal

Fold Down
?added

Nylon Llne

- 2 Piece--

1 Year Guarantee

Hoary Duty
Construction

Time

Precise

Model 20-1100

12 Volt-50 Watt
Black &
Decker

oo
Particles

1 Year
Guarantee

99!

_Special
ChOloinf sizes

Choicelo
f colon
.
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over 100 dozon
in.stac k
********************
*
K.
0. MUSTAD t SON
*
*.
Mangled *
*
*

*

V
I

OSLO—NORWAY

* 0

31010 ST
Superior

Qual.

* ar•nd

*

•

-160This
Bean Pots
Skillets
Handles
with, Lids

*

*
*
*

* Musted-Allantic Limerick Hooks*
*• . -R,nged Cadmiumpoited *
*
ioo
and
tinned
*
*, ta

i.
*,10.,

1,, ,- *
Tide
******************
in •:f-" **

Priced Right
100%
Polyester

Jamboree
Pure Preserves

Sweetin
Low
Granulated Sugar
Substitute

Nigh potency iron and vitamin
tonic. 100 Tablets
Reg. 6.99

100 Pockets

Infants
sisses

DIOMIMII NIS

ited

Electrolysis

am imi a ai II

1

19

For Information
itdrrtfing

c-nneitutinnaj," he said. -Au credits would increase in time
of the proposals I have seen in and that they are detrimental.
education, channeling aid to
the Congress so far are both to
costly and unconstitutional, families less in need of it.
The bill as approved by the
especially as they apply to
elementary and secOndary House committee would
proirde tax credits of 25
schools."
Carter said he doesn't favor percent of the cost of college
tuition tax credits "under any tuition up to a maximum of
1250 a year by 1960. The
circumstances, even at a very program wouild end after that
slight level,' adding thist the wllessextended by Congress.

Gillette
Super Stainless
Steel
Double Edge
Blades

Metamucil

3-Piece
;lent Sets

By Cannon
Full 4 99 to 5.991eow $3.99

Short Sleeve
Styles For Boys
• & Girls

Twin - 3.99 Now$2.99
Pillowcases.3 99tem $2.19
Queen 799 to11.99err $6.311

5 Blades
Many Ilisavtlfal NOW Patterns To Goose From

Budgeteer
Sheer-To-The-Waist

Ban
Roll-On
Anti-Perspirant
Roesler

Gneiss hush willwrot gross& 7
-V

Unceated
I S•:
Of

Williams
Lectric
Shave

Tee Shirts
SO% Polyester
Si% Cotten

Roisolsr of Moe0.

, Now & tat%
Candies

Mea's Print
beat

Spacial
Selection
Mens & Boys

Men's

WQrk
loots

$119

Luker

rerniWee.W.V.Wee'W.V.W.Wrie•WMAN%%%%"a"."."MoVirle.".%
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nerais
,telurray.Man, B.Q.
• Today
Dtes
Hall,
.`
-At-Local Hospital

Jehovah's WitaeSsy -from•
Kentucky.. and
Western
southern Indiana win iittrd
an educational convention on
April 22 and 23 to be held in the
Murray High School. Murray.
according to George Bandarra,spokesman for the local
group.
The central theme will be,
we,. L•
3Uns

Rel

ABC Pen

--Jehovah's Witnesses Will
Hold Convention In Murray
Things
101144
:
`1
er The
of thes600d News." Bandarra
said, the purpose of this two
day gathering is to help us
appreciate how the Bible,
being good news, can be used
to help and protect our
families and the families of
others in everyday life."
The meetings will start at
9:55 a m. Saturday and
conclude at 4;30 p.m. Sunday.
Sanciay at 2:00 p.m. the main
talk entitled, "Have Faith in
the Good Nata,6 will be given
by Lester t•-'11.0Per.,.traveling
representative of the Watchtower 'Bible and Tract
Society of New York.
Banderra stated that these
meetings will be interesting
and informative-to-young
ald alike and the public is
cordially InVited,

An advjetiasment placed in his decision," Keene said. -1
licensees did
,th9 Frialltfort State-Journal tojd him many
did not ap
and
guilty
plead
free
offered
had
Math
last
•
wine through March with the pear when there were ex
• tenuating circumstances.
special food of the day.
Lyall Sears, a Nicholasville
B. D. Hall of 1210 Dogwood
The ABC commissioner said
restaurant owner and con- one similar case occurred
Drive East. Murray, died this
sultant in recent months to the under his tenure about a year
morning. at. 2:35 at the
County
Ii,ishop House, said he did not ago in Louisville and the board
Murray-Calloway
realize he was-violating any imposed the same fine alio
Hospital: He was a retired
for
officer
stab* by placing the ad.
civilian contracting
probation penalty as in theRe claimed unfamiliarity Bishop House case.
the United States Air Force.
with the law bees-wits own '_
The Mufkray man was a
"Those people were nay in
restaurant is in a dry county.
member and deacon of the
- boinpqq, as.wit_lidg_ips.
a
ad
Church,
the
Areulct_be-- Seers- said he stopped
First Christian
away
--probated.
-after receiving notice from the tlemaa, ari!.1 were givingmeans
member of the Shrine --At-f
one glass of wine as a
.tie said thia means the ABC board.
Association,and a member of
restaurant can continue-- Keene said Sears telephoned of attracting customers,„
Bar
"Sonshine Inn" is the name
Tennessee
the
Coffee
selling
liquor under its license hint recently, said the citation Keene said.
Christian
AsSotiation. Barn in Ken- of the new
without interruption.
was basically eerrect_encord allowed the
tucks, he was the son of the House to be open at the
•
We rarefy -cTose down a asked if there were any need Bishop House to pay for die
late Hiram -ffidrand - Herby. Fellowship-Hall basement of
place .under first offenses **peer,
the First Baptist Church on
.
-firstfive days at $35 a day far
'King Hall.
unless they are serious-such
"I told him that really wad a total dm&
Mr- Hall is survived by his . Friday, April 14, from eight
as repeated sales to minors
•
_ IOW Mrs.- Mary_ Virginia _pm. until midnight.
and unusually rough disorThis special evening will be
Unpaid: Hall, of the Wale
-PTOSSWgird_PlIZZiar.:derly conduct on the
_faraday:3 Punk.
.00114•411111118- B.--4arell persons in grades nine
ANTOS;preinises," Keene said. ,
1jiLi two.grandchildren,- dimwit the college age, and AT.J.,,,,nointosetinical
MEIMM OMA WWI
52.13etore
A show-cause hearing had
1 Footlike
• PatriCia and Janice Hall, .charge- of fifty cents per -makleapi_airsohes to an Lelteer
MO 00013
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The Eby family Singers composed
53 Morays
GROVE
LOCUST
part
6
1
Thaall,
help
for
been
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to
set
Wednesday for.
_Chester Spritit,--ea.; two person will be made
54 Snare
000A 00130000C1
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and left Nashville, Tn., will
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Wilson, Nanny and
56
7
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notion° 0113013130
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totter
present special musk at the revival services at the
Inc.,
which
the
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operates
enrock
and
Earl
folk
Mrs.
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tif Melvin
_
_
mile
one
located
Nazarene,
the
of
Church
upc
•
Locust Grove
Bishop House. J. Steve.Wilson,,
3001MEICIEI
tertainmelit win* preseidid
MO
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north of larksey just oft Highway 299, ow-friday, Satur- - one off-the' inCorporaters, in
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Land
41.4
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measure'
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day, and Sunday, April 14, 13, and 16. The services on Carroll's brother-in-1a*.
Churchill k _.The _coffee house will be
U chapel
SI%la
.____ of J. H.
13 Smalli
2 Strive to
UMW WRA
Friday and Saturday will be at 7:30 p.m, with -the. _ The ABC had cited violation
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11.1.1
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equal
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p.m. the Eby family Singers. will present a one hour deliver -alcoholic beverages
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ficiating. Burial will follow in persons in this age group to be trairein
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6 Begs .
Lake
25 Servant
7 WeircL _ ..
musical concert prior to the evening services, atcording for "any less than full
the Murray city Cemetery. present on Friday evening.
14cDonalds...
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27 Qua rei
X
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- to the church minister,the Rev. Horace Duke.
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Highway 121 South just past Chairman Lee Nunn has - The Republican chairman
.
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Bes3;:v..311talmuysioai
stole-1-1iSWirLSe 5736 Teutonic
in the
New Concord, will have a heaped scorn on the state said the governor
44aty- _
•
gft5pitp 011 Thursday,. Dernocratie administration 4.141sLativit session refused to
_
gone
Time
-37
energy
,Friday, 'and Saturday, ,with for its purchase of a new 10- cut utility bills, raised
fees
of
costs, doubled dozens
set-vices each evening at 7:30 passenger plane, calling it
increased spending by
and
Um
of
misuse
outrageous
•
P•m•
$2 billion.
nearly
Rev.
toilers."
Speaker will be the
'Mere is a gap, not in the
WASHINGTON (API -The
He said in a statement
Paul Veazen, pastor of the
43 In music,
but between a costs and benefits of federal
high "
Maplewood Baptist Church, Tuesday that only within the state's aitfleet,
*TUESDAY SPECIAL*
44 Conjunction
of Gov. wild spending government regulations should be assessed
perspective"
the
distorted
Thursday;
Tn.,
Paris,
45 Solar disk
Fisherman's Platter Special
ad- and the overburdened tax- yearly says Commerce b46 Afghanistan
Rev. James Garland, pastor Julian ; Carroll's
said.
he
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payers."
A delicious serving of Catfish Filler,
Secretary Juanita KI•eps, who
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Rev.
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and
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potato
of
choice
might be circling the field for
southern hushpuppies
4.4ong periods of time and he
aidn't want these very important persoqglo be left 'high
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Vd•s/
and dry,' " the GOP
spokesman said.
The state has bought a 1975
DOGS ARE REALLY
.....WASHINGTON (4p) =IT- Merlin P/•A craft for 045,000'
TopAy
investigators
Congressional
to fill hat Ai Transport
say more than $l billion in Director William Ed&lies
Restaurant
unemployment bnefits was called d gap between the 10__ said by some states in 1975 to passenger Fairchild and the
people who.would have been six-passenger Merlin II-A. '
ineligible for compensation in
'!The thousands of new
other Mates.
,
roving bureaucrats and
political hacks hired by the
Carroll administration have 1-;.
created a greater demand F
than even the expended state fi
air fleet could accommodate," t
Nunn said.
'And with the state's
highways deteriorating to a
HEY!'I
-31.167 TRYING
very dangerous state, it would •
THINK I'LL
SVAE
TRY ONE
CREATIVE
be' unreasonable of the taxPEELi NG
payers to expect these highlypaid, wideranging official's to
risk travel over the potholed
-stadia the cetpinonple."
Nunn contended that Tioren
the point of view of the hard- .
pressed Kentucky taxpayer,.
"the outright waste of nearly a

Ione inn' To
Be Open On Friday
h.ip Hall

Ar

-:
FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP)
A restaurant partly owned by
GOv. Julian Carroll's brotherin-law has been penalized for
offering free wine with meals.
Its liquor license Was
suspended for 15 days by the
Alcoholic Beverage Control
Board.
ABC Commissioner Bernard Keene said Tuesday the
Bishop House of Frankfort
would be allowed to pay-the'
penalty for five days and the
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Paid In Jobless
Benefits In 175

muorme

Council...

The-Univtrsitylitanchof
Thii-Ettu.kk of Affirray.
Orontes Spripgit Your Business
ti hethet we're helping a citizens' group save a decaying neiahIwo-hood._mak* a yojing couple's dream a reality, or teaming with

- -Inminess_toseeate new jobr, our financial instltation ean help .yois
anti Out conamunitr.

iContInued From Page One)
Other items scheduled to
come up before the council Thursday, In addition to
city business, include:
'---The first reading- ot en ordinance rezoning the Rickman-Not swot thy property oft
of S. Fourth Street" form
residential to commercial
use;
recommendation on the
amount of fine to be imposed
on persons who violate the city
vehicle license (city sticker)

law;

---Consideration of • bid
proposals - on the..se et
vehicles to be iiiadViriii
titv dePartinglIggl--rConsideraflen of bidA on
snow remdval equipthent;
-Ccinsideradon of .a citizen
particIpation.plan for the city ;
-A report from Gamine!,
Travis and Associates of
Benton concerning the post"
office site drainage project
and Its effects further
downstream_

'S TIME
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WHILE rm
OUT SHOPPING,
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FOR AN
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Area 4H Rally And Talk Meet

Institute To Examine
Comparative Politics

An "Institute on Corn- of the, basic concepts of
The Purchase Area 4-H Stephen Roof, McC.racken Ballard County, 12 yr...13.1ue; Smith, Fulton -County, Blue;
Political Thought" democratic and communist
parative
Susie
Rally and Talk Meet were held County, 10.yr. Blue - (lam- Marlene Jackson, Graves Glyms Wilharver and
will be Conducted at Murray theory, with attention to the
recently at the Calloway pion; Johnny Myers, Ballard County, 13 yr. Blue: Laurel Stirckland, Ballard County.
Uniiiersity June 19-July diffelences andmodifications
State
High
Cotinty
School. County, 10 yr. Blue; Johnny Schoborg, McCracken County, Blue Champion:
a joint project of the evident in the roderh period.
as
28
Scearce,
Dena
General
yr.
11
13 yr. Blue-Champion; Mind:a
Demonstrations and Speeches Mosely, Fidton County,
Unser said the institute will
of Political
Department
BlueCounty', were given by 4-Hers Champion; Andy HiHmaa, Fite, Marshall County, 13 yr. _ Fulton
consideration of such
include
Science and.Public Affaiis OR
Champion; Tommy Miller:
representing each of the McCracken County, 11 yr. Red.
as Eurodevelopments
American
the
and
campus
the
Senior Speeches - Mark Ballard County, Blue;
""ceunties in the Jackson Blue; M4te Tackett, Carlisle
communism and guerrila
1ABA1.
Association
Bar
Harvis,
Mitizi
Hame•MGT.
14County, ll yr. Blue; TomMy Spillman, Graves County,
•
Purchase.
Modern
Designed primarily as a communism."
members re- _Miller, Ballard Count, 11 yr. 15 yr. Red; Craig Levesque,- Marshall County, BlueFour-H
. of democratic
yariaticms_
for
gradaat_e
_
ehampion;
presenting Calloway County- -.Blue; Phillip-Jarvia-,-Maraball -McCracken County,- H-15 yr.leachers,e program marks- the(i1-37 4411 also be emMorse-- - AtaPerklflL
441 clubs weruilaavid-Gratty4-cvanty:41,,-Bina;- Tracy -131[w; Robert Miller-, Cartsle
the fourth Summer the ABA ptiasized.
BlueCounty,
Ballard
Noel
• 11 yr. - boy's lpeech blue; House,'Grives Caunty, 12. yr. County, 14-15 yr. Red;
Along with staff availabe an
- has provided funding for a
:
Rartiond Grady, 12
Yr.- old lied; Randall; Cross, Fulton Coplea, Ballard County, 14-15
campus,'specialists from
the
at
institute
science.
political
-,Collette
Furnishings
Home
Blue- yr. Blue-Champion: Mark
yr.
- - y's speech, blue; Rex County. 12
campus will:appear as
oft
State,Shoulta, Henson, Marshall County,---14- -.-Keyser, Marshall County,
Morgan, 13 .yr„ old boy"s____.Champion;.
lecturers. One guestr:
guest
chairUmar,
Farouk
Dr.
-12 YS'. 15 yr-.- Red; Chip-Cole,
for the institute- Will
lecturer
of
Department
the
of
•man
Safety - • Cary .Fades,
yr, __girl's speech, blue;_____Mue; /*tenon Iliakle,-Ballard--- County, 14-15 yr. Blue; Stefan
Dr. 'Peter Janke, -senior
be
Public_
Science
and
Political
,Barry
-County,
Blue;
Ballard
Michelle Jarrett,--It-yr-girts -County, iz yr.- Me; Scott . Jagoe,IfeCriareri County, 10Affairs, will direct the in- reseercher at the Institute4or
John Whitsell, 16, and John lotley, 16, place the finishing
King, Ptilton County, -Blue"
speech, blue; Chuck Harrison,--Mathis,--Gravirateunlyi-1-3 yr. -19 yrBlue-Charripion;
assisted by Dr. Gene the Study of 0:Inflict in Lonstitute,
on
their .shelter during a Wilderness Survival
touches
16-19 boy's blue; David Grady_ftecl._ John- -Burnett,- --Fulton-- Girls - Kathy Howard, Chahlk.P.
associate prof
---Garfield,
_Photography - Anthony Enrichment Program recends, held at Camp Energy Group
County,_*15_41e._
breads deinonstration, blue;-- -County13 _yr. Reit
of expertis' e -isarea
His
s
S
willei
Umar
classes
said
-Blue;
Comity,
Fulton
Camp located in land Between The Lakes, TVA's
Michelle and Jennifer Jai-rett,..,_Woeltz;MC!Cracken County: 13 ... Brie; Kerrie Stewart, Ballard Strong,
from 1 to 3:30 p.m..on Mon- Soviet, foreign policy: He will
Animsl clence
170,0004Cia- public demonstration area in western KenBlue-Champion; Alan- - County, 14-15 yr. Blue• Jr. PhotogiaPKY -dethonr
days, Wednesdays, and _ discuss three -conflicts in
RedCounty,
Fulton
Rudolph,
tucky and Tennessee. The activity was the final program
stration, blue and champion.; Perkins, Ballard County, 13 Champion; Julie Muys,
Thursdays during the six- which-Western interests are at •
marshal] county, 14-16 yr, Champion, Denise Redpath, in the enrichment series designed to aid scouts in e •
Laura
Jarrett, - Sr. yr. Blue;
'state----the--horn -Boutherit:
week duration of the course.
Red;_-_
County,
Girls - Jenny,Beck. Graves Blue; Brenda_ _Richards, Ballard
-melt- badges. Whitsell and Jolley, bnffi Ea* Scouts in
Photography demonstration;
ierandee44i6e42c,,redi
Africa, and the Western
be
t
d;_i_
eili
tli 4r
Clothing - Sti.
County,ityr. Blue; Arnie Peat, McCracken County, 16-19 yr.
eand champion".
ro_op 43 in Falton,,earnet1 .Wilderness_ Survival merit • -earned-VW
50,Sahara. r
t
imOrinb:yrth
eltret
•
-.-,•Dtber-----partieipents ---ae--MeGinekertCourity;9-yr. Blue- Bine; Teddi- Young;--Bailard—F-filten-Getater
adges. Whitsell is the son of Mr. and Mrs. H. B. Whitsell
political
two courses
The institute at Murray
cording to categories were: Champion; Beth Perkins, County, 16-19 yr-. . Blue- Bowles, Ballard County, Blue- of Fulton and Jolley is the son of Mr.and Mrs. W.C.Jolley,
in State is one of the eight to be • Tina
&
Muys
Sandi
Champion;
.Junior Speeches - Michael_ _Ballard County, IL_ yr. Champion.
Jr., also from Fulton.
and funded by the-ABA during the
Thought
Political
Walker Marshall County
• Henson,
'
Mar-Junior Demonstrations McNeily.McCracken County,-B1tie;- ttenee
and
Ideology,
Political
summer of 1978. Others are at,
Hortitulture - Meg Copien, Blue-Champion;
Champion, 9 yr: old; Gene sliallirounty,' 9- yr. -Blue;
• - Science 695, Special Problems the University of -Colorado,
Electric Boys - Anthony
BlueCounty
Walker, -Marshall County, 9 Stephanie Homra, Fulton Ballard
- offered during the institute. John Carroll University,
yr., Red; Clark Duncan.* County, 10 yr. Blue; Mylette Champion; Derek Setterlund, Darnell, Fulton County, Red;
Each course carries .three Northern Arizona University,
Ballard
.
Morgan,
Craig.
_
County,
Blue;
Fulton County, 10 yr. Blue; 'Jackson, Graves County -4O--- Marshall
hours °Li-ref-tit
'_..setnester
-•
,
-"rearm star
inity, Blue-Chathpion•
Collegl;
Other Foods - Rieri Roberta
-...1.---•-,_
-yr. Blue; Carla Fox, • McYte , Ricky A. Turner,number of partial
limited
A
creative Crafts - Bill
BlueCounty,
racken ountyrIT yr. Blue- Craves
At.Jimmy
tuition scholarships will be Appalachia State University,
non Med- Criampion4—Cfnefte Mars, Frenshaw, Carisle 'County,
•
- Hargrove, 101f+entral Ave.,
MEPAPER?
,
' 11
to teachrs,vilb
ac' County,10" yr: Fulton County Blue; Lo'rrinda Blue; Tracy Brown, Ballarddings, Ballard
H. cording to Umar. 'He said and the Freedoms Foundation
Mayfield, • Thomas
Newborn Admissions
Solmailoors who Move ast
&
n
e
h
c
S
•
,
Blue;
Blue; Colette Keyser, Mars Brown, Ballard County, Blue; County,
3, Paris, Tn., preference wat be given fn. at Valley Forge,Pa.
"'Bab>, Boy Morris (Jane:, Alexander,
roothoill their losato-4boltootod
eberry,
r
,Marshall County—RL-1,
____
allCas4
B
10
MonicaLocke,Marsh
Phillips, 1015 those who register during the
yr.
II
Blue;
Regina-ILCounty,
Mrs.
I3ogard
Anyone wishing to registerGirl
Baby
Hazel,
copy o_tbsitoo Murray Lager
---illue-Chiunpion;- • ,
Vickie 'Workman, -Pullen County, glue;
299-A Kingsvo_od, Paris Rd., Mayfield, Mrs. - advance registration period in advance for.the institutaat. •
"(Nancy),
illoadop
NIRO bp jai
_county, 11-. yr. Bhm_ caria_i_ greaarnakjag _.. meltssi.-• • Small Engines---Jeff-Stress,
Nayla M. Marvin,- 747 Riley April-3-18.
Murray. State should contact
p. tiTatiiior
Blue- Murray.
County,
Tackelt, McCracken County., Humphry, Ballard County, Ballard
Fred Smith, 736
Murray,
Ct.,
the
Department of Political
Dismissals
some
unHe
that
added
dogs an urged to eoll 75111116
- Champion;
11 yr. Blue-Champion; Jen- Blue-Champion;
Scott P'Pool, Rt. 3, Cadiz: Nash, Murray, Thomas M. dergraduate and graduate Science and *Public Affairs.,
p. obi 6 p.a..
Weise
ig. Engineering _.,..___Tmay_:__.: Senior Dernoastrationa- ". Mrs. Cindy M.Hicks and Baby •Pittman, 806 Broad, Murray, students' on the campus will Fornity-lint-Murray State
nifer Polivick, Carlisle
Illawiedire„ or 3411.,-p.s.
Ag. Engtneering---David
County, 11- yr;..--Blitni----,1111- Whipple, Ballard -Conatri.
Boy, Rt. 3, Murray, Buel E. Owen M. West (expired), 1513 also be prorated to par- University, Miu-ray; Ky.,
omlip.a.Etturiopi,to bowit
'W4i4p1ple, Ballard- .County,
Sullivan, Ballard County...4a Blue-Champion;
Stalls Sr., 407 N. 5th., Murray, Dudley, Murray, Comus E. ticipate in the institute, which 42071, telephone (502) 7622661
if
youtpopot. Colt
•.
Health - Janna Crews, Blue-Champion;
yr. Blue; Genie R. Whitesell,
John S. Bradley, Rt. 5, Alexander (expired), Hardin. is describer] as an exploration between April 3 and April18.
El . Pa
Clothing P
MR be papal by 6 p.a. took
Fulton County, -12 yr. Blue- Ballard County, Blue; Amyl
iitirdoyt is
Champion; Mary -l'aula,Byhrs;lorataji,Ulue-t 13114 lard"- County, -RedChampion;
pnwssissafinf7.
Wellett, McCracken County, Champion;
Other Foods - Patty RedDairy Foods -• Lizabeth
12 yr. Blue;" Toni, Henson,
path, Ballard County, RedChampion;
All Area winners will
represent this area at the
• State Talk Meet held at the
University of Kentucky and
Section B—Page One
State Rally held in conjunction
with K.eutai,c,ay -State Fair. •\_
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NORTHSIDE
STORE nuns

6-10

PRICES GOOD THROUGH
TUESDAY, April 18th

WILL MAKE YOUR DAY

MON-SAT
CLOSED SUNDAY'

EAL.k.:1
AY!

W111$111.110 PtINONASE EXCLUBRIG
DillY AMP TOBACCO PRODUCTS

witti $10.00 PURCHASE EXCLUDING
DAM AND TOBACCO PRODUCTS

BOTH WITH $10.00 PURCHASE

• WEACHES,FRUIT
COCKTAIL OR APPLESAUCE

3/s

ASSORTED GRINDS
•

IGA COFFEE

303 Can

COUNTRTSTYLE OR BUTTERMILK

PILLSBURY BISCUITS
---

• One-third lb. of fresh ground beet-theisa
res crimpy cole siaw
• Golden brown french- fries
• Plus a 16-oz. Coes-Cols.

RY.
006HT
SAID

753-9383

4 Pack 3 Oz. Cafis

WITCH FOR OUR
HANDBILL IN

oltMAILBOX

WITH THIS COUPON
HUNT'S MANWiCH

SANDWICH SAUCE

loc OFF

utrnot one Coupon ver cus)orner
Exp 1 18-78

•

•:

•
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Ashlarve
Bowling Green
Covington
Elizabethtown
Hazard
Lexington Richmond
.
Louisiade.
Madisonville

WKAS 26
WKGB 53
WCVN 54
ViIKZT 23
WKHA 35
WK LE 46
1/11KMJ 68
WKMA.35

Morehead
Murray Mayfield
Owen ton
Pikeville
Somerset

IAIKMR
WKMU
WKON
WKPI
WKSO

TRANSLATORS
Barbourville .

64
9

38 Boston-Butler
21 Cowan Creek Eats
52 Falmouth
22 Louisa
29
Whsitesburg

Hon

10
666

12

••••

.
APRIL 13
THURSDAY,
EastemMentral Times
NO IN-SCHOOL PROGRAMMING THIS WEEK
3 30/2-30 p.m. LI.LIAS, YOGA
ANO,YOU
4 00/3:00 SESAME STREET
5.00/4;90 MISTER ROGERS
NEIGHEtORH000
5.30/4.30
ELECTRIC COMPANY
6.00/6:00 ZOOM (Captioned)
0-30/040 OVER EASY
700./6:00 MACNEIL/LEHRER
REPORT
7:30/6:30 THE 044* CAVETT

, FAMILIES "The Greenberg
Family of Mill Valley, taltfor
nut" (RI
SOUNDSTAGE
10:00/9:00
"Judy Collins and Leonard Cohen" (RI
11:00/10:00 THE TWO RON-NIES

ELECTRIC COM-

5:30/4:30
PANY
61130/5:00 ZOOM
63015:30 OVER EASY
7:Q9/600 MACNEIL/LEHRER

REPORT

7 30/6 - 30 THE DICK CAVETT
---.--SHOW
8:00/7:00 CONSUMER SURVIVAL MT "Jewelry, Banks,
Credit"
TURNABOUT
810/7130

APRIL 16
SUNDAY,
Eastern/Central Times
"HandicuattArtir
SESAME
"00/7.00 a.m.
MEETING OF
9-00/8:00
STREET
MINDS Theodore Rooetielt,
9:00/8:00 MISTER ROGERS
Cleopatra, St. Thomas Aquinas,
•
NEIGHBORHOOD
and Thomas Paine Join Steve
9•30/8:30 ZOOM
Allen (First Shown last season?
8-00/7:00
ONCE UPON 4
10:00/900 SESAME STREET
CLASSIC "Lorna Doone" Part 7
14:00/1000 FEELING FREE ---ialxitisee THE ORK=Ildhl S
8:30/7:31 STUDIO SEE Meet a
(R)
'Rots MacDonald" The works
man who has handled nsonrinan
- -11:30/10:30 STUDlO SEE
-end style of Ross MacDonald.
500,000 thakèiand - pet
ANYONE FOR
12:00/11:00 ....REBOP
10:30/9:30
look at venomous spiders and
12:30/11:30 • ANYONE FOR 'TENNYSON -The Lowells"
snakes
TENNYSON "The Lake Poets:
a family of Poets" (RI
9:00/8:00 THE ADVOCATES
INorchworth and Coleridge." (R)
pros and eons of vital eontem1:00/12:013.-__WA.SHINGION
-Porary issues ace • presented in
APRIL 18
WEEK IN.REVIEW
TUESDAY,
Silts award winning public alfairs Eastern/Central Time
- 71730/12:30 _ WALL STREET
Pt(*rant - "WEEK IA) 8.3017:30. a.m. to 3:30/2:30
10:00/900
MASTERPIECE
. „
p.m. KET IN -SCHOOL PROtHEATRE: ANNA KARENI2:00/100 THE ADVOCATES
GRAMMING
,, MA In this final episode, Anna
(RI
LILIAS, YOGA
.3:30/2:30
nally_beeeemesAmeenged_en
----3.11012410 GREAT PERFORAND YDU
cOMIIS, upon. a.ineens of escapeTHEATER
IN
MANCES-i4:00/3:00 SESAME STREET
_ AMERICA*Edward Anne's All
5;O0/4-00 -MISTER ROGERS
Over" A"fansily gathers to await
_
the death at its celebrated patri- - NEIGHBORHOOD
ELECTRIC COM5:30/4:30
YRIDAY,
APRItAt... -.arch in thisalartford Stage ComPANY
,
pany production.(2 hours)
(astern/Central Timm.
FEELING FREE
6:00/5:00
MEETING - OF
5:00/4:00
too IN-SCHOOL PRO6RAM4
Third.in a series • that-explores
MINDS Susan B. Anthony, Erni.
/SING THIS WEEK
the interests, humor,,energy,
liano Zapata. Sir Francis Bacon
1:30/2:30 p.m. L MIAS. YOGA
insights of five disabled
and
a
and
for
.
return
discussion
Plato
--"
AND YOU
children.
of women's rights and revOle- 4.00/3:00 SESAME STREET'
.
6:30/5:30 OVER EASY
•
hon. (R)
5,00/4:00- MISTER ROGERS
-74004410-114ACNEIL/LEHRER
V-IC---,
CROCKETT'S
6:00/5:00
tilE1.61460RIVOIX
.„
litYlirt V
-5:30/4:30
ELECTRIC COM- -TORY-GICRIYEP1
pets_ warm weather with and
"ANY
Ram 499Platit:tomato and pepII:ows:oe
per seedlings indoors.
0:30/5:30 OVER EASY
GED SERIES
8:30/91:30 •
q:00/6:00 MACNEIL/LEHRER
"Grammar VI. Modifiers"
)IEPORT
1394.011--Gcts -gccalm
**Grammar VII: CaPitalization
KY
014111AENT ON KEN
*
and Punctuanon"
'
WASHINGTON
5:00/700
7:30/6:30 BOOKBEAT "4 Gave '
WEEK IN' REVIEW
WALL STREET-. Them. a Sword: Behind "thlel
$:30/790
Scenes of the Nixon Interviews"
WEEK
by David Frost
b:00/8:00 WAR AND_EEACE
3:00/740
PREvIN AND THE
118C. television- adaptation
PITTSBURG "Two Concerti**
Count Leo Tolstoy s master:
tn this- concert program - Andre,
-piece Tolstoy wove his Plot
Preiin has selected concerti
:around the real events surroundfrom -the
-18th and 20th can- _
ing the Napoleonic Wars of the
turies.
19e" Centurr
9:00/8i•00
MASTERPIECE
-10:00/9:00 ARABS AND ISTHEATRE: OUR MUTUAL
RAELIS "Two Families". Conermaranse..
-FRIEND Mystery, deceit and:Vests the perceptions of an
death dominate Charles. Dick-Egyptian and_an *yeti family
ens' Victorian drama-,
'isles Of whom hes lost a sort-in
10:00/9:00 WAR AND PEACE
•
"Name
Day" First in a . 20-e9i•
• .10:3019.30 THE ORIGINALS
sode adaptation of Count Leo
• '"Muriel Raeyser" (RI
•
masterpiece about
Tolstoy's
events surrounding the NapcileAPRIL 15
:SATURDAY,
onic Wars between France and
•Eastem/Cantral Times
Russia at the beginning of the
19th Century.(R)
1: 30 p.m./11 .30 a.m. NEW
SHAPES: EDUCATION
GED-SER1ES
1:09/12:00
APRIL 17
MONDAY,
.
'Grammar IV • Pronouns"
Eastern/Central Times
GED SERIES
3:30/12:30
8:3017,30 a.m. to 3:30:?2:30
_ _gremrnar V. Verbs",
---Kti-ritinsettocrt
I:005706 ThATellerit'Llrr-• -Wk.
GRAMMING
SCIENC66 IN THE ELEMENTEACHING LIFE
3 30/2- 30
-TAR y SCHOOL
SCIENCES IN THE ELEMEN2:30/1:30 DANIEL FOSTER,
TARY
SCHOOL
:M.D. "Nutrition and Fad Diets"
4t0073:00 SESAME STREET_
JOURNEY INTO
00/2:00
114
Ili:
MISTER ROGERS
5:00/4:00
. T
NEIGHBORHOOD_
_43,30/2:30 CROCKETT'S VICribs FIY GARDEN
•
SCULPTOR
THE FRENCH
14:00/3:00
AKRON, Ohio (AP) - Five
CHEF
'years ago Peter Toth chiseled
ONCE UPON A
4:30/3:30
the final facet of an •American
CLASSIC "Lorne Doone
Indian s'culpture here, climbed
from Thu)
into his home on wheels and
S:00/4:00 ...CONSUMER SUR"Energy,. Incur- . vowed to sculpt a similar
VIVAL KIT
ance, Watches" (RI (Captioned) • monument to the Indians in all
G--30/4/0-- TURNASOUT-4--(Cige--- 50 states by the time he was.30.
'Woman's" ROO11So far he has. completed
honed/
6:00/5:00 NOVA "Still WSiers"-- sculptures in 26 states. He has
_Nova looks at the life of the7 also asquirerta wae, Kathy.
'Creatures that live in_ on. unThe 29-year-old, self-taught
around and above the miter
-_
met her while sculptsculptor
(RI
pond
a
•
Massachusetts
ing a monument in Illineie,He
7:00/6 -00 NATIONAL GEObrought her here recently to
GRAPHIC SPECIAL "Journey
o the ,Outer Omits" Nineteen meet his family and to see the
:city-bred- 'teenagers at the Colo- , first
wooden sculpture he
feed° Outward - Bound Schoel
carved. •
- s)eern to live, work and survive
He learned, however, that _
together. (RI
11:000:00 VIETNAM TODAY. vandals had sawed -the tt-foot-;pie first tearn Of television
high sculpture in half and cariournalists allowed into Vietnam
ted off the top.
'ince the fall of Saigon provides
Undaunted, Toth said he and,
Exclusive footage of Vietnam
his wife were leaving for Cali;and Cambodia border fighting
end interviews with North Viet- fornia where he was going to
-4vrittne- erelts-.ereleoeterli._AnAt
carve another, monument from
-Can bombing. (RI
secrtresis,tcae near Palm
SIX AMERICAN
:4:00/8:00

7.30/6:30 THE DICK CAVETT
SHOW
8:00/7:00 I SOUGHT MY
BROTHER Autlibr Alex Haley
hosts, and Actor James Earl
JOnlei'marrates this non-fiction
"Rciots," produced in Surinam.
- South America.(90 nunkhoos)-9:30/8:30 THRACIAN GOLD
Close look at the gold, silver
and bronze artifacts from the
"Thracian treasures of Bufgaria."
10:00/9:00 SIX AMERICAN
FAMILIES "The Kennedy! at
Albuquerque" (RI
WEDNESDAY, APRIL I,
Eastern/Central Times
8:30/7730 a.m. to ,3
p.m. KET IN-SCHOOL PRO03R AMM G
3:30/2:30
LILIAS, YOGA
AND YOU
4:00/3:00 SESAME STREET
5:00/4:00 MISTER ROGERS
NEIGHBORHOOD-- -5:30/4:30
ELECTRIC
PANY
6:00/5:00 ZOOM
6:30/5:30 OVER EASY
7:00/6,00 MACNEIL/LEHRER
REPORT
7:30/6:30 THE DICK CAVETT
SHOW •
8:0017:00 NOVA-''The Bettie
for the Acropolis" The teniples
of the Acropolis are crumbling.
Can they be saved?
9:00/8:00 GREAT PERFORMANCES: LIVE FROM LINCOLN CENTER 'The Saint of
Bleecker Street" A Catholic
neighborhood turns to frenzied
dgyotion in Gian-Carlo Menottr.3 opera,-set in New York's fp:
Ilan quarter.

owl-

BALLOON RACE - This year's Kentucky Derby Festival Great Balloon Race, one otAhe moist prestigious hot-air
ballooning events in the country, will feature 30 balloons. The brightly-colored balloons will launch from the Kentucky State Fairground on Saturday, April 29 at 7:30 a. m.(weather permitting).
••••••
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White,
length.
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.
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LADIES
WOVEN PLAID
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'SHIRT

Springs.

Cool and casual short
s eeve shirt with.po ntdci collar, placket fr,ont,
back cuff, shirt
turn
tail bottom. 60-140 cottan/polyester. Assorted
firaid patterns. Sizes
32 ti8.
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.Crunchy' vanilla cake' ice
cream cups for your favor-
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Horse VD Scare 'Blown OutOf Proportion'

•
,
40.0
•• 1,.••

By MARIA BRADEN
that he has offered .,to insure attract business.
Lockridge, a
err*,
Dr. John -Griggs, a veterinarian
Associated Press Writer
who
any Mare against contracting
• .CEM; al. his farm for one veterinarian who owns three
LEXINGTON, Ky. (AF.
and ShadowlownsWalmc lawn
- The scare over a venereal - percent of the Value of the Bluegrass horse farms,with Farms with more than 300
disease- among horses -here mare. •
. more than 100 Mares and mares and severe- stallions,
:re
- has been blown completely out
The disease is feared several stallions, said he felt had one mare test positive for
of proportion, three • well- because it causes mares to from the outset that fbe im- CEM. She has been quaran• pact of the disease has teed tined end treated and will not
known
Kentucky
horse abort their foals.
breeders have said,
' Under normal conditions, over-blown.
be bred this season, Lockridge
-"All this talk about, an Lann-Mark • would have/ in comparison with the said.
He said he receives constant
epidemic is a bunch of grossed $1.2 mifliontyr - CEM outbreak-in -England,
baloney,- Russ Michael, breeding fees and related where about 10 -percent qf the cal* from breeders who want
owner of L.ann-Mark Farm, business, Michael said. But mares were -infected, Ken- to know what the situation-s.
said Monday. Eight stallions adverse publicitv. has reduced tucky's incidence of CEM is and that he is usually able to
_
t, stand at stud at the Paris-Pike -breeding...requests at bis-tarrn' itunute, he said.
. - allay their fears when be
Only five of the 425 stallions explains the facts.
-` farm'm the heart of Bluegrass by 60 to 70 percent, he said. "Much
Much of the panic was. -t-1-)TIVAL ENT1RIES-Mtirray,High cliool students show the art projects which thoy
: horse country. • He has also takeli the in _Kentucky have tested
enter in the regional Foreign Language festival to beheld at Murray State Univer26
of
the
,7,?00
positive,
and
Unlike
created becauSe of ignorance
manylong- unpreeedented step of offering
sty,
April 17. The festival includes competition in both art and oral and written
in
the
state.
broochp
ares
the
to
retaining
facts
a'
of
the
established breeders-who-tend
discounted stud fee for Rash
language capabilities in French, Spanish German and Russian. Students from the irist
-Griggs said the only value of disease o he saw
•
to shun publicity, Michael, a • Move one of hi
-telatife newcomer to the
-th TOCkndge and Griggs- Notrict ,Icluation Region will Compete The winners will enter the state competition in - - •
Iltotis, 'IU son Of Bold
--:'the:"'"klwide•Publi‘#Tabmit - Bo
* iit_of__-_the_ _Tom Fool_ the disease is.that Kentucky said they-have not-been-burt_ KAY 4 Centre College in Muiville. Shown ..31,0veowith_their__projects.are:.(frorn left)
_ business; _doesol. hesitate_ to_giader_IO'
speak his mind. "
mare Indiscreet was to have horsemen adopted good as much- financially as some Kayne Beasley, woven fleur-de-lis; Ray Stewart, statue ot 0110 Of the Three MuskerTo counter the - bad been syndicated, bet the Practices to control it
other breeders because they teers; David Boyd, W.W.II -scene of french air het* Starr Covey-,tempera drawings-Of-But he said he felt that the have been able to breed their , French subjects. Other entries which are shown are anpp1ique tapestry by Angie publicity, he has run fulPpage _disease scare made that
advertisements- Ti
19 impossible,- wriehoet siitt----51121eaae is-under central'andin '` own mates to young slit-thong-- NW alidlYeblue Henry; and a biiiilifieToransmaIs sah-Frena.desagnaWons by-Sharon
.
,.•,...„.„. newspapers •"across the instead, Rash Move is beulg xffil°-nger a dangfton their Ownlarms. - - - • .„Atilidiley and Lynne Beatty. '
:_. ?bete ay Kaye Peehks. _ ..
The thing we Teallthave to
cou. 4, 4elling anyone with offered at $2,50.0 or for
mires to breed that.his farm- '"special consideration"- art fear is ourselves and the immommok
like many others in- the- even better deal- in an effort to regulatory authority for going
overboard," he said.,
,
' Bluegrass- is clean.
Five stallions at Bluegrass
farrhs have tested Positive for
the disease, known as CEM
CireStrY Off
V
(contagious equine metritis,
.
•
ahri
five
others
are
suspected
.
of being infected because
mares bred to them tested
positive. All 10 are at just two
faaMrim
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High School Offers
Mining Training,
Safety Instruction
EVARTS, Ky. (AP) Everts High School seniors
will be offered a coal mining
training and safety instrtiction
program this fall. The objective is to prepare
seniors with necessary skilLS
to meet pre-employment
requirements of area mines.
The project, funded by the
of
Vocational
Bureau
Education of the state
Department of Education, will,
utilize $22,739 'from the
-department for fiscal 1977-78
Additional fundi :.tOtaling
$13,702 have been granted for
operating expenses in 1378-79.
Ethel-6eginslia--- beeame -thefirst wn
oma iconductor-composer to write an opera and
tiou
eQnd
srw
tbit
entietOma
pert4G
°Per
alea
"
was resented on Nov.V 1935_.,
by tlie Chicago City Opera
CuniPartY.-.

F
icias Is
Predict Moderate
Forest

•,.

s.4....seass.
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Kentucky forestry officials Service.
are predicting a moderate • Marvin Goodwin, a forest
,
season for forest fires, ctesplte selViee.p
more than 11,000 acres of have been 45 fires this season
blackened land already.
- in the Boone forest Charles Prather, chief of• ohiding-31 in the-past week.
fire control •--in the forestry The-Stallioe Fork fire near
division of the
-Department for Pine Knot in McCreary
Natural Reso-urc_a_ .and..Cqunty - last weekend -burned
Environmental rrotection, 1,450 acres to push the Boone
said Monday that more than forest total this season to 1,888
400-weekend -fires pushed- the horneciacces,GOodsvinsaid._
state total for the season to 668 Goodwin said rain ,in the
- accolinting for more than ar,sp-- S=day --Mint "helped
11,000 acres of burned forest. quite a bit. We've two crews,
about 25 people, out .doing
Compared with the 20-year mop-up .work. But the fire
average of 1,900 forest fires
camp at Pine Knot is being
annually in Kentucky, Prather demobilized."
said, the current season -is
Bill Williams, a spokesman
between light and moderate.
"Some counties might be for the forest service at the
office, said
offended at that because some London, Ky., field
have been hit pretty hard: But the forest service -called on
overall it's been about more-Than 350 firefighters to
com- battle blazes in- the national
• _moderate:
pared to last year or the year lbreSt last week, inchicting 100
before," Prather said. He said firefighters from national
mOre than 3,000 fires last year forests in other states.
approached the 1963 record of -Right now everything 4.4
under control for
4,713.
. Those figures do riot include Williams said.
tires in the 649.,000-acre Daniel Prather, whose office"
Boone National Forest in handles all forest fires outside
southeastern Kentucky, which• the federal lands, said he had"no reports of any serious fires
Monday, "but were kind of
apprehensive with this wind.

PROJECT
INDEPENDENCE
Wilt- is-Project
Independence?
Project Independence is a demonstration project for the
elderly in the Jackson
Purchase_ IL. is
designed to help older persens r-erw in in
their own homes as an
alternative to entering
institirtiOnalfacilities.
Who is eligible?
Persons who:
1. Are age SO or
older, AND
2. Need services to
remain in their homes
Isuch as household
chores, meals, health_
needs, . tranaportatiOn
and others AND
3. Can not get the
services -from any
other source.
If
you
have
questions , about
Project Independence
call -Bonnie Ashby at ,
753-5362.
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"I 'suspect. that if any fires
break ouitaround now well-have some.. hard times,"
Prather said. He added that
state forestry firefighters
:
spotted and brought under,
contro1.65 fires Saturday and
47 more Sunday in a 35-county
and
eastern
of
area
southeastern Kentucky.
But Prather said the chance
for rain makes him optimistic
about the seasonal outlook.
We hope to get some more
rain this week," Prather said....
-The worst of it we .hope is
over; We're hoping we'll get a
quarter to a half-inch of rain
every two or three days and.
that Will heip."_:-• _ . •
Prather said the division 01.
forestry has employed
than 800 part-time firefighters
more•
this season at $1.60 an hour.
Emergency firefighting so far
has cost between $13,000 and
$14,000, he,soirl.,,
Unlike other southern
states, Kentucky has not yet
had to issue "no-burn" orders
in fireprone areas, Prather
said.

The only two things we're
doing now is asking people not
•
:ny outdoor burning until
Then,
after . •
aley're,still require 1'
law to maintain coning of the
fire."
^". Prather said arson has riot
been suspected • in most of the
,- fires, but he added that
malicious burning is believed
to be the cause of a series of
fires last Friday along the
'airport rood in Letcher County •
near WhitesburIg. .
. •
Prathe'r said forestry of-%
ficials are hopiag- dist with .
enough ram, the forest fire
season will end aronnel mid.
May.
'We usually se/ Derby Day
or when the oak leaves get as*
big as a squirrel's ear. It all
depends on when the oak
utl ttlf grown
leaves iiet abje
snot
and OrSifloa
cover the forme bete',
, ,
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•

1
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' • 50Ft.
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11 04 GARDEN HOSE

0

2 GAL.
RECTANGULAR
GAS CAN

1.88

2.37

22- RAKE
WITH 48"
WOOD HANDLE

1.48

RACHET
PISTOL HOSE CHAISE
NOZZIS-1 LOUNGE

/17

OFFICIAL SIZE
BASE BALL

1.17
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Gcltts.20-Quart Ice Chest
" (28.3 liters)
America's 411 P,cnic Packed C.IMJIS everything
ff4ces*taming tray.,—_
you neeck
Sturdy *no-pinon folding handles. Fleadovable
load tray Convenient recessed drain plug.
High-density polyethylene with rigid Urethane- foam insulation

REGULAR
RETAIL
$39.95

Gott''
,50-Quart Ice Chest
(57.5 liters)
Gott's newest size ice chest — iust right for
camping funs Two retreeze water
(beYerage) bottles keep contents cold without
cnisped kce. Bottles attach firmly to lid. Stand
or sit on lid. Polypropylene hinges are
iinbr
oorrosion-xeststant. Integrally

SAY-RITE'S
-1.11WIRICE

Con

REML

SAY-Rrrn
LOW PRICE

nient recessed drain Plug. High-density
hylene with rigid urethane foam

LI
Gotto 3-Gallon Cooler
• (12.8 lfters)
-

REGULAR
RETAIL
$17.95

Gott Tote-12.
. 110.3 Mere)
Your best friend on a riot day' Noids 2
six-oacks. Refreeze water (beverage) bottle
-keens °annals frosty-CO/a wtthOUt-CrUllined 'Ce.
fo -id. Removabie
Botha attacnes
seat-top id Sturdy (oici,ng nandie .ockf 'id in
ngno
place 1-Tgh-o4nsiteDOISfern'yierie
urethane Town insulab041_

`.

Big capacity and cord-holding power make it a
_viunner every rime' nixciasexio fast-now fzucog
• with double gasket•focking system. Screw-tight.
seat-top ltd. Splash-seal prevents spilling.
Sturdy bail handle. Dispenser lug for holding
paper cups standard on orange cooler
High-density polyethylene with rigid urethane
foam insulation.

LOW PRICE
•

Gott"' G.I. Can (22.3 liters)
Gott'',2-Gallon Cooler
. (8.3 literor
Packs a fuli day's worth of food and davvagasi
sseo 'ast-flow faucet with doubts gasket
locxing system Full-opening, screw-tight lid
with integrally melded nand's'. Snap-in drinking
cup Splash -seal prevents spilling.
Removable sandwich/fruit tray
High-density polyethylene with rigid- urethane
toarri insuration

Gott1-Gallon Cooler
•
(4.8 liters)
it up in your own Dackyard' Recessed
fast-flow faucet with double gasket (ockino
screiv-tight tics withintagrafty hiordeVandle Snap-in dnnking
ci Aotash-seal prevents spilling.
polyethylene with rigid urethane
foam insulation

Excellent for fartn.'horne:canving and
industrial use Molded of corroskr-resistant.
high-density, neavy-gauge FDA-approved
Polyethylene Retractable Dour spout,

REGULAR

RETAIL
$10.115

•

"

SAV-RITE'S
LOW PRICE

REGULAR
RETAIL
$12.95

98

SAVAIITE'S
LOW PRICE

PICNIC PERFECT

PAPER PLATES
1N
.'"Pe.,xxxv0/0

COUNT

SAY-RITE'S'
LOW PRICE
• 0,
.• 3 .
I

ait
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Let's Stay Well

have it. While the cause is
not knqwn in.most cases,
the condition sendsto run
in families. For example,
if one of your parents has
an elevated blood _pressure, you.are more likely
than average to develop hypertension. It is well to
have your Woo* pressure
taken regularly, even during childhood.
The maching mayAelp
many persons to deter-.
mine whether their blood
pressure is up and enable
them to receive needed
early- treatment.

By FJ L Blasingame. M.D.

Q: Mr. M. G. writes that that certain patients, who
a neighborhood pharmacy. take their blood pressure
has a new machine, which-- -at home, focus too much of
will take one's blood pres- their attention on their
sure in d few minutes for blood pressure and become
50 cents. He wants to know overly anxious. On the
If such a device is usually other hand, many physireliable and what moat cians beligge that...Mood
physicians think of the pressure taken at home by
public having their own a patient, or his family,
blood pressures mea- assists in compliance with
, Bared.
treatment.
A: If the machine is
-Recording such readings
wcirling properly, the and bringing them to the
pressure readings are physician's attention duraccurate. When properly ing each visit not 'wily
operating, such machines gives added information on
can do no harm, and they the level of the person's
may heip-to -iptiee -pub- blood -p-regsure,-- 13a- also
lic interest in blood pres- demonstrates that the pasure.,
" tient and-his family are
Some physicians feel involved arid cooperating

in determining the effect of controlling elevated - prestreatment_
sure.
Unfortunately, ___Digh
The main .values of the
machine are its availabil- blood pressure may be
ity and low cost for blood present for years without
pressure readings. Such symptoms and be damaj?machines serve as screen- ing to the heart and blood
ing.devices. The pressure vessels. Their damage_ is
often varies from time to worsened if other risk factime. If the blood pressure tors are present, such as
is elevated, several read- smoking, diabetes mellitus
Heart anti‘blood vessel dis- _
ings should be taken to and an elevated blood fat. eases kill nea)•1,y_ it million
determine the variation The late complications, .AntIaicarts a year. About
which increase disability fourth of them are unkler 65.
and average.
- If the average reading is and shorten life, are heart Research — supported by Heart
140-90 or higher, the person attacks/strokes and, kidT. Campaign dollars — is making
important strides against these
should see a physician to ney failures.
It is estimated that 23 kil-ki-diseases. Something can
have his blood pressure
evaluated and to deter- nVitton Amerteant, have-T-beclane -to prevent premature
mine whether any treate- high blood pressure. Many 'death from heart disease, and
ment is needed. Modern have never been diagnosed the Heart Association is doing
:
treatment is effective in and do not know that they it. Vilon't you help'?

HALL$7:::

TYLENOL

ADORN

COUGH FORMULA

9 Oz.
HAIR SPRAY
*REGULAR
*HARD TO HOLD

30L
REG. S2.211

EXTRA-STREWN
lig TABLETS

REG.$3.29

LOW PRICE

Donald Watkins
(14, and Thomas Selph, 16, along with Jimmy Leman, 15, and
Michael Bryant,15, all of Dover, TN, combine their efforts to plant pine seedlings in a
reforestation project sponsored by TVA's Land Between The Lakes. The boys were
working with agroup of ffA students from Stewart County High School in Tennessee-.
Watkins is the son of Mr.and Mrs. Don R.. Watkins; Selph, the son of Mr. and Mrs. Johnny Selph; Luffman, the son of Mr. and Mrs. James Luffman; and Bryant is the son of Mr.
and-Mrs. f.C.Bryant.

MAX

$1.00 REFUND OFFER

for Blown
Dry Hair

LOW PRICE

Shampoo
7 oz.

REG.
$1

Dammam'

01101111/1111Y
*OILY

• Apricot• Avocado •
• Green Apple • Strawber

EFFERDENT
DENTURE CLEANSER

BO TABLETS REG.$2.27
15e OFF
SAY-RITE'S
1.0W PRICE

efferdent

CIOS64113
loothpaste. jrO

ST. JOSEPH
ST JOSEPH

Cough
Syrup
tin Children

COUGH
SYRUP

NEO-SYNEPHRINE
NASAL SPRAY

1011 MIMES

2 DL
REG. $1.19

FOR ADULTS
REG. VAS

OUR
PRICE

LOW PRICE

PHISODERIA
SKIN CLEANSER
50z. ,
REG. $1.99
SAY-RITE'S
LOW PRICE

1);)

TEA KETTLE
UM NEAT GAME COPPER
ANODIZED ALUIIINU.
2 AT. CAPACITY

RH.
$7.19

TOOTHPASTE

6.40z.

•REGULAR
*MINT

11c OFF

SAY-RITE'S
LOW PRICE

11714..

1
4 /E4
IT'S THAT TIME OF
YEAR AGAIN, AND SAYRITE CARRIES AN
ASSORTMENT
OF LIGHT.
GOSEMING
TOOLS.=::
STOP IN
TODAY!
7S:it

CLOSE-UP
REG.$1.59

68*
EARLY AMERICAN

Mouthwash .n C44,

c7

C

.z7,,cc?e

SAVEJX
2FLEA
In 1 PLUS
I TICK COLUR
NEW LONG-USTIND

'

*DOGS
• *LARGE DOGS
*PUPPIES
*CATS

REG.$3.98
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OPEN SHOP INIIIE
til=1111

PAGE

CLASSIFIEDS
6 Help Wanted

.11tVESTMENT
GUARANTEE
.
8360 NetPer Week - •
Part-Tilne
Our oregrom features

in* new p09-top hOt
AN arei wart+00foods
kneern-baindIS such
at beet stew, Seaceettt
and meat bans, maca
roeu and cheese. et,
All i*CCOuntS are seCured
by us in office buildings,
mOustrtal
schools,
plants and hospitals on
need
area, We
your
reliabte people .4' your
area
to Service tnese
accounts. Pd.,provtde

, PERSONS --INTERESTED in making
$500 to MO extra per
part-time.
month,
Couples preferred. For
appointment only, phone
753-3763.

*-

DAY COOK wanted.
Apply - -in: person,
1206
Trenholms,
•
,Chestnut.

locations io
secured
your N. lowestment
guarantee. Company fi•
----Aanoaag,wholesale buslets, one Year factory

1--sarbtraetty
Yds{ PrOande .8-1 Os
.ChCnee
hours - your
weekly-, serviceable au- tornObite. be ready to
days,
in
30
start
investment,
menimim
$3000. Phone toll-free
Ask
1-800-824-5136.
for Op. 24A..0. wruit
Hot-Foe** Ow. 4470 -

EXPERIENCED CAR
clean-up Man neecTett
$50455 per car. Call I536038.

parts and sae- _-_

yds.

p.

Chamblee - Dun/00dr
Act_ Sults 250, Atlanta,
_

Georgia 3033.01.:_

101974 United Featuee Sochcate 'It

I 120)411 WANT TO BE A RC14
WANT TO BE SIG OIL!'

riaCtOR
2. Notice

Check
Your
Ad

EXPERIENCED AUTO
body man needed..
Excellent pay. Cat.753-

BIBLE PACTS INC. Jesus says in John 15:7,
''If ye abide in me, and
my worcis abide in you:
ye shall ask what ye
ll and it shall be done
„,..! unto you." For Bible
• individual or by
phone and Bible answers, call 753-0984.
Nothing to sell. No
donatimis.

5 lost And Found
LOST gold reset with
bias aquamarine and
four diamonds, on or
about April I. -$1800
REWARD for retinal- No question asked
Phone 753-5/04 with
information.

ups
„.

•

DRIVER NEEDED. Plus
various other duties.
Call 753-4953.
BABYSITTER needed
with own transportation.
Call 753-6156.

15 Articles or Sa4

WEED EATERS) model
SW. $43.11t Rata shear
model no'. $36•50.
Wallin Hardware,Paris.

tts1/41IU!

FOR MORIRESII1S

15. Articles For Sale

31 Apartments Fut Rini

26 TV Radio

ANTIQUE radio, reil
nice. Solid oak console.
Call 753-8150.

SMOKE DETECTORS,
advertised
WANTED., STANDING • nationally
timber. We* Pay top . brand. Battery operatedand included. Rowland
prices on good quality
Refrigeration, 110 South
timber and will pa. y cash
12th:
or percentage. year
ChOiell-Call after 11,pm.
C1=1=111
FIVE PIECE bedroom
suite, nice.. Big vanity
WANT
mirror, perfect conIUY
dition. Also odd chest.
_•--Call435.4,441L
Siii[1:Went
Phone 753-5 ,18 after 6
G.E. REFRIGERATOR,
$80. Call 753-3248.
Farm Equipment
19
GOOD USED tent. Call
7534447 after 5 p.m.
LARGE SELECTION
35) of new and used
SS GALL()'
and farm
tractors
Thornton Tile and
Call 759-4895
equipment.
Call
9th.
Marble, South
10p.m.
until
•
753-5719.
AIR CONDITIONERS.
R. C. Evans. 474-8848, or
474-2748.

FOR SALE TOBACCO
and tomato sticks. Call
489-2126.

CAR
PIONEER
STEREO, SUPERTUNERS,and speakers.
Installation available.
stereo
car
Your
specialists. Sunset
Boulevard Music,
Dixieland Center, 7530113.
27. Mobile Home Sales
1972 MO
HOME, 12
x 65. Call between 5 p.
m.-9 p. m.753-1103.
14 x741 WINSOR mobile
home, all electric, air
Partially
condition.
furnished. Good condition. $8,000. Call 3546292.

Near
APARTMENT.
Downtown Murray. Call
753-4109.
NOW LEASING new 2
bedroom duplex,central
heat and air; carpeted,
couples only. Call 7538067 after 5 p.m.
APARTFURNISHED
MENT, near university.
Call Stinson Realty, 7533744.
36 For Rent Or Lease
SERVICE STATION in
Hazel, Ky. Call 753-2321
or after 5 p. m. 474-2346.
FOR LEASE 3 acres of
tobacco.Call753-6427.

BAZAAR Bargain Sale,
Saturday, April 15. 9 a.
rh. - 4 p. m. Nursing
Building, 14th and
Payne. Books, clothing,
dishwasher, many other
items. Proceeds to MSU
Nursing Honor Society.
YARD SALE, April 13th140-15th. From 10 a. rn.
- 5 p. m. 1200 W. Main.

a

TWO- IPAKIV Carport
Sale, Saturday 8-4.
toys,
Furnitlfra,1801
Parklane.
CARPORT SALE, Three
family. 1208 Peggy Ann
Drive. Friday , and
Saturday.
FOUR PARTY YARD
Sale. Route 1, 'Alma.
t ,1
utrue Bissetl !
Baby furniture, clot
and otherthings.

1974 BAYWOOD 12 X 652
bedroom,2 baths, pa
furnished, underpinned.
Excellent
conditions.
$5800. Call 751-2762
BUDDY SKYLINER
home,
2
mobile
bedroom, large bath,
central gas heat and air.
Call 489-2133 or 489-2769.
29. Mobile Home Rentals

41. Public Sales

37. Livestock

Supplies

CARPORT SALE,South
15th Street.
Thursday, Friday and
Saturday.

POR SALE Philco cook 8' FORD LIFT type disc
.
QUARTER HORSE
or 9' International wheel
COLLEGE STUDENTS, "stove like new also '02
each.
COLT. Also a 4 horse
8600
disc.
type
homemakers, teachers
headwood
bed solid
43.Real Estate
.15
sticks,
Walker and black end
tobacco
New
have
we
helped
board. Moving and must
„
tan
coon
dpg.
Call
498centseach,Call 753-4120.
thaimandgi of people 1
rsell cheap..Call. 489-2371
GOOD FIVE room frame
make
money,
and
will
or
753-993&
_
hethi on Highway 121 in
BEDROOM
1975 TWO
'60
6. He Wanted
WANT TO-BUY a 6 or 8
gladly help your houra,_;
. Near - grocery,Stellaand
cadre'
air
trailer,
BORES, saddle, bridle,"
raw spray rig. In good
school bus,
you have available 1W4R- &ilk Refrigerator,
:church,
Near
IA.
heat. Nice
and blanket. Gentle,
WANTED SOMEONE to
eao_..._Agall_garden
Ntrutition_ Call 7535-6215.
:
deter:Mee- -year -earp1u3
$120
School.
-East
small.
Good for child or
-rake yard and trim
cultivator, Call 753-1261.
nings. No investment,
Possessionuai ten days,
deposit. Call 438-268. " woman. Call 437-9505.
shurbbery. Phone 753SALE 3000 lb. No. 1
FOR
delivering
or
canvasing.
Only $12,500. Galloway '
ere '
:Advertisers
5822. 1663. College
LARGE SELECTION of
jap seed, 50 cents a FURNISHED 3 bedroom, "
Interviews to be held
*qp
Realty, 505 Main, 753-•
'requested ha daetk .111,
TWO HORSES for sale
Terrace Drive.
new and used lawn
pound. Call 753-6215.
2 bath, central air and-----mt.43644ae
.
between the hours of 11
5842.
-IDYERTISING
ter
3
p.m.
kir
-1cearr•etl•n.
-ir--$1--"-!"-/ adi
$200 and up.
!Dowers
heat, washer, &lir, '
.
This
and 3 p.m. at the Regal 8
until 10 p. B ALLIS CHALMER with
EXPERIENCED
759-4895
Call
FREsim
7534091.
lot.
Call
DEADLINES
large
newspaper win UT '--April
15.
Hotel on
AND
belly mower and vicklr
Painters. steady work.
f•speogaitak* kw oat w-s---p- All display. ads,
SPRING/NG
•
Holstein
mIeryritei.eall_743t.
For
mower. $1,000. Call 437classified displays 115MOBILE HOMES- anti
Incorrect wasortion ANY
BOOKKEEPER for local
heifers. Call 753-50)0 or
conditioners
air
USED
25
4328.
ERROR SHOULD SE
mobile
home
spaces
for
"
5287.
regular
lar display, muat
-firm. Send resume of
753-5595,
be submitted ,by
IMfrom $100 to $150. Call 76 Sports Fquipment
E POR TED
rent, at Riviera Courts
education. experience
759-4895.
MiLatA TRY SO PLEASE't:
-4.-15
4
°01utia;ER needed:noon, the day before
and -reference* to Box
4111 75342.°•
TrHREE .YEAR OLD
16'
ALUMINUM
AD
YOUR
CHECK
BOYD-MAJORS
Applications now being
publication.
127 Murray-Ky.
Palomino filly. Broke to
FISHING
boat with
C.AREFULLY AND NOTtFY
refrigerators
MOBILk.
541
USED
HOME
spa
Cistaken
for
bookkeeping
REAL ESTATE
re a-d-e r
All
ride. $350. Trotwobd
accessories, 20 h.p
US PROMPTLY IN CAM
for.families.
Coach
Call
position
8150.
with
local
firm.
753-8080
to
.
00
$75
from
,ne:;jds
be
classifieds
must.
_EI.EcrttorApr
*afar).
Johnson motor, trailer
Estates
and
Paz---travel-trader $1500- Call
Person' hired most
'
-1594895 mtha lOp.m'
'Submitted -W-12 allia
laiir -rind wornei--fOr'
'Professional Services
and trolling motor.
Meadows, South 16th
492435
'
1
possess skills in. ledger
With The Friend's Touch '
before
day
the
Sales and service.
$1,000.00. Call 753-9135
WHEEL
METAL
TWO
753-3855.
Supplies
entries,
payroll,
38
Pets
etc.,
We have that Minipublication.
.OPENITtunity $300 week.
utility trailer with 19-78 .after 3 p.m.
and respect' the,, confarm you've been
30 Business Rentals
WHAT WE DO best is
Call 443-6460.
IRISH SETTER puppies.
license. $200 Call 753-fidentially of' position.
waiting for on Hwy.
care. Needline,7534333.
Call 522-8318.
FOR
Vi ST.atm/IA.8.mq sail
BUILDING for rent on
WATKINS
5815 after 5 p ro.
Degree or associate
No. 1828. Perimeter
beat; 17 ft mast with
for
Highway
Products.
North
641
Contact
degree preferred but not
fenced. 3 bedroom, 2,
-- -main and jib sail. Call
gar'age or body shop. ST. BERNARD puppies.
Holman Jones, 217 South
CUB CADET mower, 14
necessary. Ability to
bath Brick Veneer.
AKC
Six
weeks
old.
COLOR PORTRAITS,
753-1362,
753-3125 or 753Call 753-5618.
13th., phone 753-3128.
h. p. hydrostatic drive,
work closely with and
:central heat & air,
Call 75S4696,
-bring us yours for extra
tegisteret
4029.
includes 48 in. mower,
-'-entry hall, large kit-get along well with
1
:panes, Made from anyir_ sicomr TAX SER=SM.
tiller -ettirehmeat anddining
others
a
definite
plus.
registered
AEC
REAG151C
...FURNISHED HOUSE 41
--I
size into any size.
VICE: ,"We search for
hauling cart. Good 14' - ALUMINIUM
'with fireplace &
Starting salary
years
rabbit
dog.
Four
apartment
single
for
• 'Wallets low ai24 cents, 8
h.p.
crestliner. boat. 15
every liegal deduction
ceiling.
condition. Call 489-2643
comensurate
with
beakied
old. $35. Call 753-7126.
person and well trained
s 10 112.442c Fast service
Johnson motor, Moody
and 'credit due you."
m.
6
p.
Patid,
489-2644
after
carport,
outor
abilities,
excellent
BURGER QUEEN needs
cat. Occupancy to begin
Artcraft, 118 South 12th.,
trailer. $625 Call 75341 Public Sales
John Pasco, 753-5791,
side storage bldg.
fringes
including
in
August. Prefer
fell time and pert time
253-0035. Free parking
3536.
plus stock barn.
1650 Ryan- Avenue, 9-5,
TWO FLOOR MODEL
hospitalization-major
isolation. Call 753-4985 OPEN HOUSE and Yard
help, male and female
kit, use our rear enPriced Right. Boyd
Also available for
Excellent
humidfiers.
medical
insurance.
St.
Poplar
207
Sale.
16' ANGLER Custom
after 5.
trance. ,
for days and nights.
Majors Real Estella_
special appointments.
el/incliner'. $40 each. Call
Interested persons
through
Tuesday
bass boat. 65 h.p.
Mast be able to work on
105 N. 12th.
32
Apartments
For
Rent
753-5434.
should mail application
Thursday. 9 till dark.
a.
Mercury motor, trailer.
weekends, most be 11
including brief personal
$2500
firm.
Call
753-5696.
sinrasty snafu,
TWO
BEDROOM
Of older. No maws said
;"Itappy Anniversary"
PEAVEY amplifier 210
history. complete
and
townhouse. apartment.
pisame
apply.
No
12"
Four
watts.
22 Musical
Cerrter
Gorden
-resume
of
past
farms
exRange, refrigerator,
Apply
in
porton
only,
767has
Call
$406.
speakers.
rience and salary
dishwasher, disposal,
TOMATO PUNTS
don't ' apply from 11
• BALDWIN PIANOS and
2511.
expectatitins
In P. 0.'
4 -washer-dryer hookup,
organs, used pianos.
153-1251
Debtde-R Crystal
SOON. 404
a.m.
•
p.m.-II
2p.m.
or
5
Box 32-K Murray, Ky.,
all carpet, central heat
I,onardo Piano Co.,
B
ALLIS
-Chalmer,
Mini Warehouse space available, large 28' x 24'
p.m.
42071.
and air. Cliff 753-7550.
across from Post Office,
cultivator, disc, plow,.7'
or 14' x 24'. 10' x 10' doors, ceiling over 12' high,
Paris, TN.
sickle and-- 5' under
large enough for almost any job. Ideal for a
We'now have in stock a large sectIon of New 1 WANTED: woman to _do 9 Situations Wanted
ONE
ROOM
EFtractdf Mower. Kenhouse full of furniture.
mow
yarns
to
WANTED
of
anything
Ii
trade
r
alterations..
Apply
Tractors.
We
will
FICIENCY apartment
and Used
more automatic zig-zag
PIANO IN STOIRAGI
Call 753-4470 after Sp m
person. No phone calls
value.
with. kitchenette,
l000nfol
apinot-coosolo
sewing machine and
Call Days 753-3744
•g
"please.. Murray Tailor
of lised Carand 4
We have a large se1•tioe
stored Mandy. Roporand Bo
bathroom and closet,
nice
24"
cabinet.
WANTED YARDS to
root. looposelbill pony on
Shop, 418 Main.
f
Wheel Drive Vehici
$85.
Olive
Street
Nights 753-7618
fiberglass tripper far
take at big owing as ion
mow. Call 753-2576.
A used 660 Combine,like, nevi new motor with
Apartment, Call 753-4453
wide long wheel base.
,at boloono. VItho Joplin
WANTED 10 Business Opportunity
Grain Head.
or 753-7123.
HELP
Call 753-2293.
Plow,*ilk taismeri 4411111.
Wenave a complete parts department and we
Maintenance man, good
OWN
YOUR
to obtain-ME- the
have connections in 48 sta
benefits. Good working OWN
TREAT RUGS right,
Area
Business!
may
you
Rose's.'
used parts that
, schedule. AppY
they'll be a deligh( if
Rand'
for
distribittpr
get it for you.
If we don't have it we
Equal Oppertunity
cleaned
with Blue
McNally Maps. No
FREE
EmploYer.
Lustre. Rent electric
selling. Service preTermite
shampooer. -Wisient
accounts.
established
WANTED-SOMEONE to
Inspection
4th & Sycamore
Auto, home -of "Wishing
Investments
$2,700
to
haby•sit. Monday,
754-4895
Well
Gift
C•rtrlosil
Dy IPA
Shop."
$15,450 secured by inTuesday._ Thursday,
A Irsrd(.14 M.. Ulm."
•
equipment.
and
ventory
Friday and Saturday. 8
WE BUY AND-SELL used
Write, include, name,
a. m. to 5 p m. Call 753air conditioners., Dill
Kelly's Termite
address, telephone and
8706. •
Electric, 753-9104 or 753-..
three references to
Pest Control
1551.
,
Personnel Director,
EXPERIENCED BODY
old sp•••...I row 71
Nemo
SA LE - SNAPPER
NAMCO, 3928 Montclair
esmervil
D. *at Mr
„Mi.o. wanted. Apply in
i'ePlacement
mower
/..ished
Birmingham,
Al.
Rd.,
Orson, Oaltleys Vied
iOO S011th 13th St
blades Your choice 26-,
35213 or call toll free 1Phone 7434914
• Cars, 753-6861 ask (pr
each.
$5.99
30",
or
,800433444J.
Bill.
Wallin Hardware, Paris.
ftuachla.111199e
aedilhreas
Buy
To
Want
14
WANTED STOCK perFOR SALE - One 10x50
son, part time. sales, WANTF,D WHITE oak
mobile home and 1 -WI)
arilstied appalealty is sew mailable far a
part time. Apply BMW'S
and walnut veneer.- Will
Allis-Cbaltner tractor.
plant ogee**,an the emphasis ea protests sad
Equal Oppartunity
buy cut' or staneng,
Call Ben Nis 7534785.
processes at Me plant level.
Employer.
small or large tree- Call
24 Miscellaneous
*Mel Rhodes, 1-502-527UNION Banker Life
This is a small bat modern Maid proem:Mg ems5830.
FOR
OWERS
h.p.
Insurance, a McCarther'•
-mewls in a mistiness* primes. eperatioa
22"
cut.
S
engine
B
and
SALE
GOOD
1:18ED
MAME
Company is expanding
(Wailer to paper malting) is BEAVER 9111, KEN$801.811.-- WaHin Hardhomes Call 14224322
Dub. Garrott AsardwV
Its seta force. Weald
MIT.
ware, Paris.
Swat
Gee
Tank
.Frote
like responsible perien
15 Articles For Sale
Ann Newts, Sim Aeon,
26 TV 91dio
to represent us in this
DrIver's pegyacy Cureastilidato will hare a solid gr.
FRIGIDAI E washer
's, if •
area. , No previous exRida, nee. pommy curDON'T BE MISLED. We
mookartioal eaglasserlag priacialsis sod proof's*
and dryer. Remington
perience' necessary.
tain wow* rhpaI*, Spore
will not be ohdersold.
753can
metro's. Many years of 'spectate*, however, ars
typewriteX.
AMP
Unlimited advancement
.
111Far Co vor, 225
Yip&
Zenith Dealer for .
5599.
sot as important as the laillelduals's personal
Isontory, ,swd, our heatopportunities. Exceilerll
Murray and CalloWly
sum
Batistes:tie* in making a pleat"p".
Cremes
&es.
IVY.
' benefits. And equal
'CUSTOM
.M4DI:
County, Tucker x• V.
p4/4,, whew Corers,
opportunity company.
. Sales and Service, 1914
Roister Rack iti
draperies, made teyOur
!
ifit•
We offor a oisisspotitiso I. S. U. E. start* salary
Call for appointment
diatiffeadv. sid• COW
Coldwater Rd.
measurement. No labor
sad hill mosassonant seaport.
442-9249 days, 4434253
illidarow now/ Idliaidedd '
ebeltig..e- Over I30 PtCeeditteller,
le
SNS 21RNY1'H Spring
fha frof
I:if:or:feefast
terns and colors, 15 per
01
,
11WIPtOr WW1 BencOnio
by'Nun,*0 ifflOrriSel Whar to
SAIL Shop around and
cent off ODORth of A ril
. ilatiriM" ILL
DIVISION Merchandise'
then cotne see us. You'll
P.N,,Hirsch
&
Ca,
7531010,01,041VI
nager. Experience
oven'
save $10.00,. $20.00 otAM/FM 'woo with
9771f;
ferred, but will train.
Owe mock Tv Antann&
more.
Prate Cc
All
T.V.'s
• Paid vacation and. TILLERS chain Mitre, 3
va cuum
Cont.&
reduced. Sissons Zenith-.
WyealsglIWIllakes
beneftts. Apply Room s .
Clammy. cis, nada, Con
-and .S. engineWei' *ince 1982.19 mi1a1_,‘
Shiss18241
,„ ifii of:7175
71"Aiii-T.:- TWOITIRETTY"----11-9.-A
eepor/sollfy
a*
Wag of Murray on HIØ_
$199.13. WalliB Hard- - S 4Th
Strip.*
-•
EmplaYer.
way 94. Call 382-2174
ware1 Paris.
ammonia,

NOTICE„
. _
_

I

MURRAY F

*r7

TRACTOR

/PLANT
ENGINEER

72"

J & R POOL
CONTRACTORS

or You'r Swimming Pleas vre
Available In Several Sizes

Mahon,.Peroorviiettirector
sawei

CUSTOM MADE POOLS
- INSTALLATION AND SERVICE,
355,4838 or 328-8587

4L

t

Water Volipy,

.. .

f
Ip••••

Till

•

Dorsrt DISh

ARE .LOM
we'll arrai
on this WI
two bedra
den loogig
• garden a
. minutes
- limits. I
Realtors,

NINE AC
business
--skiair-onwithout
bedroom 1
feet open 1
well 'ark
hookup*:
informatic
Bonduran1
753-3460.

BRAND NI
Ky. Lake
2 BR, f
_ decimated
- deck gre
summer e
for weeke
cottage •
Nelson
Realtors,

LARGE 4 1
bath horn
one acre ti
from Mui
3000 squar
area in_thi
has extra
and large
Built-in ki
appliance
refrigerai
dishwashl
and tras1
staying v
home.
reduced
....F:tipne us t
infsatiliat
,I)EIRLID I
4222,

Weldr

E
Sirrc
75

*How
Coth

Call thi:
rompt

and fig

Every Fr

This we
glass, d
china ci
cabinet,
high bo:
Auction-

Newly
ready fa
house at
and near

Two bed
182' x 12
Acres wi

Near di
bedroon
heat. On
lows, fir

512 Sout
bedroon
dltionirii
garage.
$29,000.0

In Hurl(
two, lob
and con
ideal slo
trade for

•

•
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teal UAL Iv

atcakel-Plca

argain Sale,
April 15. 9 a.
m. Nursing
14th and
)ks, clothing,
',many other
:eeds to MSU
nor Society.

E, April 13throm 10 a. m.
1200W. Main.

TV Carport
turday 8-4.
toys,
etc.- 1602

SALE, Three
18 Peggy Ann
Priday aad

RTY YARD •
le 1, Almo.
Izmir herne.
iture, clothes
langs.

SALE, 309
5th Street
Friday and
tate

troom frame_
lighway 121 in
-ear- grocery,
school bus,

uin Len days,
500. Galloway
05 Main, 753-.

MAI
ESTATE
-SOSO

I Services
lend]) Touch"

)na

• that Mlnineve been
!er on Hwy.
. Perimitir
bedroom,
ick Veneers_
heat & air,
large kit- 4---hing area,
fireplace &
ceiling.
trport, outrage bldg.
ock barn.
tight. Boyd
teal Eata.cca. h.

=MEI =MEI

49 Used Cars & Trucks

46. Homes for Sale

21C=11.1

43 Real Estate

51. Services Offered

CONCRET FINISHING.
WILL HAUL rock, lime
BUICK Century
it
-,
NEED
NICE SEVEN ROOM,.
Patios, driveways, etc.
PROPERTY
and-sand. Call 382-2646.
Lt\us, with akr,...like WILL HAUL driveway
PROUDLY we rave about
ZONED R-4 or B-2?
home with utility and
FORMULA FOR FINE
Call 753-0659.
DON't D1SI4AY IF YOU
white rock, lime, sand,
new. Call 489-2557.
this 3 bedroom brick
Need a lot for multiple
bath. Carpeted with
LIVING Just listed this
ARE LOW ON CASH_
decorative rock. Also
with often living room,
WILL MOW yards - call
housing?
Need
property
lovely and unique home
many built-ins, range,
we'll arrange the terms
free estimates on
1972 CHEVROLET Nova.
formal dining area,
753-0011...
C•ained
disposal,
for
well
offices,
this
restaurant,
refrigerator,
on private 3 acre-wooded • -custom built kitchen
on
parking lot or driveway.
Automatic with air.
in
Located
drug
store,
retail
bookcase.
with
sales,
tract west of Murray.
two bedr
Call
753Roger
Hudson,
$1195. 1973 Pinto wagon,
with appliances inJ AND R Pool Conor consumer services?
Home has breathtaking
quiet neighborhood. 1628.
- den 1oc:e,411. lot with
automatic With air, •4545 or 753-6763.
cluding refrigeratortractor. Custom built
We have listed properly
QUALITY SERVICE
Farmer Ave. Priced in
rea--just 4
27' x 25' greatroom with
garden
-$1295. Call 489-2595.
freezer, two full baths,
pools.
vinyl lined
7534726.
and
Call
TYPES
backhoe
zoned
ALL
20's
mid
properiti,es
,minutes from city' fireplace and hardwood
Company Inc. Air conrestful patio area with
Several sizes. Water
located north, south,
septic tank work. Field
1966 vw $375.Cll 753plank floors. Electric
limits. Loretta Jobs
dition sales and serprivate brick wall. _
house,
•
Valley 34a-2838 or 328BEDROOM
28
for
installed,
east
lines
.FOUR
these
tile
Heat Pump, all modern
Realtors, 753-1492.
permitted
vice. Modern sheet
670.
Statel bricked columns
8567.
completely carpeted, all
experience.
uses. Call us today
years
conveniences plus a
metal
department.
bring you into the drive
electric, bath, utility, 1977
Loretta Jobs Relators,
rustic,
comforta.ble
Wisehart,
Leery
CUTLASS _ Licensed through Health
NINE ACRE fabulous
to a double garage with
or
WILL
MOW
LAWNS'
acres
on
2
753-1492.
full basement
Department. Call Rex
design add up to a
excellent
Phone 753President.
SUPREME,
•
business site two miles
automatic openers...
lots. Reasonable. Call
753-0814.
plRarunrit life style_ for
condition. With AM-F64-- _Camp. 153,5233.sandy
willt-er
--Just ListeeL-.Ca11-New----- 753-3697.
you. Don't let thi3 optape. Call after 5 p. m.
Loretta Jobs Realtors,
without good three
SEPTIC TANK PUMportunity pass you by.
BEDROOM' 030.
Eoms:onn,uv_ititehetererteemillereiahthgroom,
mirfwbriRekh
TdH
54. tree Column
E753-8
bedroom house. Has 424
753-1492.
ndp
im
l ia
ntxiac
lio
PING. Reside
Phone
for
more
today
feet open frontage, good
FREE FOUR furry black
information at KOPwell and 15 trailer
Saw
Chain
puppies in need of good
PERUD REALTY, 753753-5933.
den, utility room. Bath
automatic. Licensed for
hookups'. For complete
home. Will make terrific
And
1722:
•
and 'half. Call 753-6402
1978. Best offer.Gall 436information call C. 0.
pets. Call 753-5615.
i BEAUTIFY your. home
Lawnmower
- - - -weekdays after 4 and
5429.
Bondurant Realty first
easy-tolightweight
with
753weekends anytime.
Sales and Service
753-3460.
install Eldorado Stone..
Purdom & Thurman
- 1934 days.
1"1 n
1971 SS Camaro. Call 489Vine,or _call_753-4104.
No costly for:rings cir
2490.
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BRAND NEW„. •
at.e
Eastsiotinall
100 percent
2
1
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LOT
foundations.
CORNER
47
Motorcycles
Court Square
South:trio
REAL ESTATE
Ky. Lake Development.
FREE_ KITTENS, "Kre4_
.
_
masonary
fireproof
SherWRod Ferest, call .
Engles Repair
Mornay, Kentucky
Aft• • 753-8080 2 BR, furnished 'and
• 1973 YAMAHA 250. Only 1977 CAPRT II, PLIWFM
striped short hair.;
• ialr
the.
than
753-8019.
Less
product.
753-4451
_tape, 4 speed. Like new.
Highway 94I
decorated nicely. Large
1650 miles. $525..Ca11435House broken. Call 4361
"Praressional Services
cost Of natural stone.
7534400
Call 753-2469.
With The FnenclifTotich"
deck- great for those
4305.
5502.
Use for interior or ex=CIE
summer evenings. Ideal NEW LISTING - Cute 3
LAKEFRONT
terior. An excellent doNew
122.
VOLVO
1967
FARM
FOR
1975 SUZUKI GT-380
for weekend or summer
HOUSE . UNDER
bedroom home near the
it-yourself project or we
'a
tires. $650. Call 753-9371.
RENT, LEASE
street bike. Excellent
cottage' only $9,500.
.i)NSTRUCTION.
.e
university. Very atwill install. Buy direct
OR SALE
condition. Best offer.
Nelson Shroat Co.
'Good water frontage.
tractive wall to wall
from
our factory.
1973
GREMLIN - 6 cyl.
1971
Realtors,759-1701.
Plymouth
Located 3 miles West
_
carpeting and many .....:-Completed on outside
*PRESOUPTIONS
Timber-LodgeStone and
shift
straight
_
Gets
27
Barracuda. $300. --fEraii--ot- Aurora, 55 acres.
RENTATIITIKtr-FOR
N.
SUPPLIES
706
pleasant features in this • & coral:Med bath,
Virep1ce,
AL
•HOSPIT
miles per gallon and in
rest of house with
759-1516.
Two bedroom Modern
-sparkling home located
*LEADING BRANDS OF COSMETICS
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excellent- -tundition.
well.
Deep
outarm
f
home,
good
Trucks
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&
Cars
49. Used
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Phone 901Tenn.
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1-354
Phone
$950.00.
•HOLLISTER OSTOMY PRODUCTS
Concrete boat dock. 2
buildings.
Price
S49 119R'
4
At
frinr
miles
-REALTORS
U,
ibbiUOD.
good value. Only $30,000.
wheel drive truck.
New Concord on
LYNN
50 Campers
159-1101
-WET BASEMENT? We
Phone KOPPERUD
seats, tilt wheel,
let
&
Bucket
Call
444.
Hwy.
bode Jiifs Shopping Center
make wet basements-REALTY, 753-1222 for
WALLER
-Travel
WETFERisuicr.
this
AM-FM
you
8
track. Sliding
us show
work completely
dry,
friendly, courteous real
Serand
Sales
Trailer
REALTOR
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rear. window. Quadra
_ Call or
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service.
estate
522-1765
I-24,
and
68
Route
vice,
105
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Real
1976
trac. Air condition.
LARGE 4 BEDROOM, 3
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site
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1
Woo
61,
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502-572
Cadiz, Ky. Call
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Pinto, AM-FM, air
bath home on private
•
Cade.
struction!Co:, _Route 2,
11602._
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one acre tract- 4/
2•miles
1
Box 409 13.. Paducah, Ky,
from Murray:- Almost
1972 COACHMAN 24; air,
Phone • day or
it
42001.
LOVE - Yes,
APRIL
1475
46.
VW
Rabbit, excellent
Homes For Sale
3000 square feet of living
TV
antenna,
awning,
442-7026.
site
night
first
at
love
be
will
•
_ condition. $2300. Call
Saturday, AIM 15tb at 10:00 seir
area Ml.his_hame which
hitdr-and other-extras.
FOR SALE-W -comer
Wh6-a- you view- this
767-4776.
Springville, Tennessee about 14 miles from
has extra • large rooms
Call 753-7292.
Guttering by Sears, Sears
Nice two bedroom home
colonial 4 bedroom
and large 2 car garage.
Paris. At the late Jake Clemmons place.
inan
gutters
with
continuous
in
limits
city
home and 10 rolling
MUST SELL 1975 Cougar
Built-in kitchen with all
your
per
1975
FOR
stalled
SALE:
was • extra large upstairs
off Highway 69 A at Hadcer Grocery
Home
Turn
'acres.
XR 7. Triple black, good
appliances including • New balm Nietrear Areas
Call
specifications.
Winebago motor home.
days 753-6168
3
Call
renovated
room.
completely
top at Poplar. Grove'Church, turn
block
on
condition.' Loaded inrefrigerator, range, • Awes. 3 badman brisk
Sears 753-2310 for free
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Call 753-8681
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years ago and has lovely
'Mao
tan
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road one mite.
gravel
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estimates.
brick fireplace in large
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4
753-0766
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737
and trash compactor
LOT,
AND
etrity mow siell-te-well ser•
country kitchen-den, 2 HOUSE
.
Selling household group and
staying - with sale of
1972 WHEEL CAMPER, INSULATION BLOWN
three
pots. largo pride ores, wet
baths and lots of --Vine Street,
1973
PLYMOUTH
just inimiscoped yard with 1 1 fad
following equipment B-14 AC
Price
home.
sleeps -8. .$600___
Pine
IN -by- Sears -save on
roominess throughout. - - -bedroom. Also at
Fury,Gran AM.. Two
frees, outdid* work shop. This
reduced to $44,000.
bedroom
fiberglass,
astroturf
2
Shores,
Bluff
and
heat
these
high.
partially
tractor plow, disc cultivator,
Acreage is
door hardtop. Call 753Inns basely to mese into,
with 25 h. p. Evinrude
4one us today for more
mobile home with 2 lots.,
@ail
Sears
copling
bills.
good stock barn,
_fenced,
'lanter, post hole digger blade,
•
'
4726.
..linturniaticm.
motor and trailer. $450.
Call 753-8669.
free,
753-23,10 ' for
°the.' outand
stable
c ele mower, wheel
IPERUD REALTY 753- -1111a0-444-AeoeetThealehes
Call 753-6198 or 75371690„:: -astintatea..buildings. A -rare op- .
1965 FORD:. Gie
TWO BEDROOM brick
_
e rubber tif
purchase
portunity to
500XL-rdr.
acre of land.
TRAVEL DO . .:mod stumps
CHASTA
641 N. loot miaow Mai
YOUestate ____heuse on 1
country
that
trailer, riding
wheel
wagon, 2
power • and air. Has
trailer, 17' self conFor sale by owner. 10
tonne. Nice oteadoil WI Throe
remoSed from your yard
always•dreamed
-you'.ue
factory
perlargo
bucket
stews.
seats
and
IR brig* ad
tained. $1700. -Call 437minute • drive from
mower chain saws, corn sheller,
or land cleared of
of owning.- Phone
-automatic in the floor.
& and patio. Lets of closet
.
4472.
downtown Murray. Call
remove
can
stumps?'We
V-9 International tractor later,
REALTY
KOPPERUD
sisto. Coat. Ina osa or.
Good tires and a good
753-0856.
24
to
up
stumps
753-1222 for more inWAIL_
bucket, fork lift, blade , foliage.
car. $300.00 Phone 1-354-WHITES CAMPERS
beneath ground. Leaves
formation..
!
6217.
your
SALES
Starcraft
HOUSE FOR SALE on 1,
plants, flower,pots faem for sale
only sawdjlst and chips.
7533263 Anytime
dealer. Travel trailers,
acre lot. Located ort
for
ee
Call
Estimate,
REALTORS
by owner. Es te of Late Jake
1971 AUDI. Air condition,
pop up and toppers. Both
Highway 94 East only 1
753-9490 or
Shaw,
Steve
AM-FM
automatic
Clemmons. Noma Clemmons
new and- used. We
mile from lake, 11 miles
Bob Kemp, 435-4343.
good
radio,
condition.
what
service
_
we
-sell.
from Murray.. Two
-'-owner.
Call 753-286I, after 5.
East 94 Highway„,„
bedroom, separate
ELEC..
"LICE'SVSED
'
OPER WEEKDAYS
.
Murray. Call 753-0605.
dining room,' Franklin
19116 TRIUMPH 650
TRICAN and gas inSouth 12th at Sycamore
Mon
*House
attached
and
fireplace,
will .do
stallation
51. Services Offered
'Bonneville.,
.
Perfect
TELEPHONE 753,1051
CLOSED OilWed*3-1
THURSDAYS •Hospital
ney
garage,
#247 Auctioneer
heating
and
plumbing,
condition.
Cons
1700.
Call
395•
Fri. Sat. 8-2:30
Calls
Call 474-2330
decorated.
CARPET CLEANING at
sewer cleaning. Call 7537859.
••
LAKE HOME - Picture
after 4 p. m.
el-loir Cuts.40Shaves
reasonable rates
•
7203.
a pretty house and
1968 CHEVROLET Imand efficient.
Prompt
209 Walnut Street.
of
_panoramic • view
-COUNTY ESTATE city
pala. Call "57-4254 after -Custom Carpet Care,.
- ~slate
r Caft this number after 5:00 to a:
Kentucky Lake for year
5 p. m
conveniences 2 miles
753-1335.
prompt service next day, 753-3685 around living. Three
from city limits 3.3
two
bedroom,
and night appointments
CHRVROLET LICENSED ELEC1974
privacy.
acres of
fireplaces, a convenient
pickup Custom 10, TRICIAN. prompt efPrivate lake. Beautiful
and 3-car
kitchen
straight transmission, ficient service. No job too
wooded park area, barn,
garage. This home and 2
33,000 miles &yarn, small: Call EtriVst.suitable for horses, shop
lots could not be
153-060Ye '
1976 Ford Custom
$2450.
building,
SALE
storage
and
AUCTION
replaced for this low
van minty factory opbedroom house,
2
large
WILL REPLACE or
price of $44,500. Phone
tions, 18,000 miles,
fully carpeted lots of
Every Friday night, 641 Auction House, Paris, Term
repair yotfr 'boat dock,
KOPPERUD REALTY,
for
family
customized
cleseti and rabinets.
walkway, etc. Shoreline
all your real
for
753-1222
vehicle, $7500. 1964
Wad oe 3 pies acres, feeteres
An etteactieo 3(mewl hew disstructed of brick end
'Contractor will expand
This week pickup load from St. Louis. Lots of
and Pier Co.,
Dredging
needs.
estate
11ie Wsalchows bedreeas with largo closets, attractive doe with flrogiiiende fennel
Corvair needs paint,
to 3 or 4'bedroom to your
glass, dishes, small items, old picture frames,
Inc. Call 436-2660.
and indodes ceramic top nage with self-clean and uflc,mr.earns, refrigerater ad dishwashers
$550. 1975 Hilda GB 125
china cabinet, cedar wardrobe, sideboard, jelly
specifications with
ere. Odhisiiangs iodide adios
leartifel both with morlde top Weirton/ end essebie 'tie
200 miles. $350. Call 753cabinet, walnut tables, old kitchen cabinets, oak
commitment. Priced in
FENCE SALES at Sears
Winne 3.6.8.1 Murray.
Guy Spann Realty
high boy, lots more. James E. Travis No. 278
6202 after iz p.m.
low 40's: Call 753-9850.
now. Call Sears 753-2310
'row key People
Auctioneer.
Outside
for free, estimates for
In Reel Istele"
'Storage
needs.
your
10-8
sits
753-7724

WALLIS DRUG

-Auction
Sale

Hornbuckle's Barber Shop

Shorty dIcBride

e 78' x 24'
r 12' high,
teal for a

901 Sycamore

Newly decorated, large lot, economical and
ready for you to move into is this two bedroom
house at New Concord. Close to grocery shopping
and near lake. $10,000.00.

WATER FRONT and
lekeview lot in a
prestige restricted area.
also a few five acre
Parcels only one mile
from lake. Call John C.
Neubauer. ?traitor, 505
Main •St.; Murray. 7530101 or 753-7531. •

Two bedroom mobile home and furniture plus lot
132' x 120' make this piece of property in Scenic
Acres well worth the price of $7,500.00.
Near downtown shopping we have a three
bedroom, full basement house with central gas
heat. One and a half baths, storm doors and windows,fireplace. Good rental property. $27,500.00.

In Hurley-Riley .subdivision you will find'these
two, lots with epproxfinately 140' of 'waterfront •
and concrete boat ramp. Ifiaautiful view and.
ideal slope to water. $16,000.00 or would consider
trade for other property.

•
Lei bee MAN

SM. Knight 133-4614
vi3juruansirv

41!seek

bast%

11113-1811

or
TREES
NEED
or
cut
shrubbery
trimmed? - Call George
Land41t. 753-4707.

Frooredttnd reedy. Up to If I 24. Also born st: "Ices, corteges,
mobile kerne.ad ons, end polies, or U-SUILD, pre • vapletely reedy
to assertible up to 24 n 60.lieftbd
ten.

' MITCHELL,
BLACKTOPPING sealing„ patching
striping. • For_freeestimates call 7S3-1S37`.
MOBILE HOME
CHORS, underpihWg,
awnings,' tireierts and
roofs sealed. Call Jack
Glover 753-1873 after 5 p
m. or weekend.

512 South 13th Streit is the location of this three
bedroom hotter'With central electric' air conditioning. Storm doors and windows, one car
garage. Ideal location' for handy shopping.
$29,000.00.

16108 [eight 133-44111

M.rvvy,Iy

z

eLOYCI-MAMRS
REAL ESTATE
J53-8080_1.
eravviiiirvrievieviiiier •

BYARS BROTHERS &
SON - General home
remodeling, -framing,
aluminum -aiding and
gutters. Call 1-354-8951
or 1-362-4895.

With The Friendly Touch4
•

PLAN AHEAD rol4'
SUMMER! If you've
beenthiniting about a
weekend retreat .age at the lake,.
cott
then now is the time
to act. 3 bedrooms, 1
bath, large kitchen.
90 x 150 lot in
Panorama Shores.
Majors fited F.sta
105 N. 12th.

YouR septic tank
.
So. 4th Street Extended
and backhoe woeitmeedar
Good olid 2 bedrooM frame Name with 4estaa
septic • tank
Also
siding, city water, city sewers, natural gas heat
cleaning. Call John lane.
nd cooking. Located on a 50' a 200' let in city _
-1
Phone 753-8669 or 436-'
school district. $12,000 price includes drapes,
.5548.
cook stove and rotary TV antenna. Has beet well
maintained and would make excellent febtal - PAINTING INTERIOR.
property.
exterior,. Also dry wall "
Hagar-TIE YEAT11-111r-pitetence. Call 436-9663,
A
Ralph Worley
•

STtNSOttIttittTY
4

•753-374

%.•

12Roan
1We

.14v1,

-

13 41"X1311'

202 S. 4th St.
63,

AL ES-TA E

1144213 Anytime
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Watch for the GRAND OPENING of your new

SUPERSTORE • • •

Coming Soon!
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